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Abstract: The article defines concepts related to mining tourism and the reasons why some destinations are chosen as the sites of hundreds 
of thousands of visitors per year, while others are only visited by “regional fans” of mining history. The authors attempt to ask questions, 
which will be clarified by formulating a better definition and understanding of mining tourism. Issues discussed include marketing and 
management of mining tourism, as well as tourists’ preferences. The article focuses on definitions of different forms of tourism, to ultimately 
argue that mining tourism is a separate type of tourism. A substantial part of the article is devoted to historical personalities, whose activ-
ities and interests in historic mining regions of present-day Slovakia can be considered as the beginnings of mining tourism.
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Treść: W artykule zdefiniowano pojęcia związane z turystyką górniczą i opisano powody popularności niektórych obiektów górniczych, 
przyciągających setki tysięcy turystów rocznie, w sytuacji gdy inne budzą zainteresowanie jedynie lokalnych miłośników historii górnictwa. 
Autorzy zadają pytania i próbują znaleźć odpowiedzi, proponując nowe, lepsze definicje pojęć i nowe rozumienie zjawiska nazywanego tu-
rystyką górniczą. Omawiane są problemy marketingu i zarządzania w turystyce górniczej. Autorzy przedstawiają też definicje różnych form 
turystyki i dochodzą do wniosku, że turystyka górnicza stanowi osobną gałąź przemysłu turystycznego. Duża część artykułu poświęcona jest 
postaciom historycznym, których działalność i zainteresowanie historycznymi okręgami górniczymi na terenie dzisiejszej Słowacji moga 
być traktowane jako początek turystyki górniczej.
Słowa kluczowe: miejsca eksploatacji górniczej, turystyka górnicza, historyczne regiony górnicze, definicje, geneza turystyki górniczej
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Introduction
The history of exploitation and extraction of raw mate-
rials is as old as the human history itself. The beginnings of 
mining of minerals, especially of stones, can be found in the 
Stone Age. The mining pits as the first “prehistoric” mines 
were created after a “rapid” depletion of surface “deposits” 
in places of the most abundant stone occurrence. Many min-
ing pits have gradually been transformed into small shafts, 
in which adits had been excavated following the veins of the 
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mineral’s raw material, thus creating the first underground 
spaces. The well-known and currently frequently sought-af-
ter underground mining pits are found in Krzemionka Opa-
towskych in the Silesian Mountains in Poland, while similar, 
but slightly smaller pits have been found in Hungary, Austria 
and the Czech Republic.
The most important destinations of montane tourism, of-
ten listed on the UNESCO World Heritage List, have grad-
ually begun to emerge from these first prehistoric mining 
pits to form ancient and medieval mines. Ancient mines are 
known, e.g., from Egypt, the Middle East or Spain. Signif-
icant medieval mining sites in Europe are concentrated in 
modern Slovakia, Romania, Czech Republic, Austria, Ger-
many, Spain the United Kingdom,Scandinavia and other 
countries.
However, we can see a perspective for developing min-
ing tourism in the regions with scattered relics after histor-
ical mining. It is a chance for many areas affected by the 
disappearance of mining activities, with unemployment and 
lower standards of living in comparison to surrounding re-
gions.Today there is a chance, with the help of mining tour-
ism, as well as geotourism, to give these regions a new eco-
nomic restart.
Identifying the beginnings of any human activity is al-
ways a problem. It depends, above all, on the criteria that 
define such action. In the article, this is defined by the al-
chemists, polymaths, scholars, members of the royal and 
noble families, members of learned societies, and travelers 
who visited major mining towns and regions, the places of 
application of new and inexplicable technologies, associated 
with mining and the production of non-ferrous metals (cop-
per cementation) alike. Their professional and social activi-
ties during these journeys are entirely in line with the current 
modern approach to mining tourism.
Mining tourism
If we divide the term “mining tourism” into two sepa-
rate words, then paradoxically, we may have more difficulty 
explaining the term “mining” than “tourism.” The reason is 
that the term mining was historically linked to various activ-
ities, technologies, and the relationship of the population to 
mining.
In prehistoric times, it was primarily about collecting raw 
materials on the Earth’s surface for their further use. Also, 
all other activities related to raw materials and their process-
ing can be included under the term mining. Even in the next 
phase, when the collector went from the raw material col-
lection stage to working underground, the term “mining” 
(in connection with its nowadays presentation in “mining 
tourism”) includes all activities – from prospection up to 
processing of raw materials and metallurgy.
Over time, a growing share of sophisticated activities 
became closely related to mining alchemy, natural sciences, 
but also mining geometry, drawing of mining maps, min-
ing law, mining technology development, water manage-
ment, forestry, metallurgy, participating of kings, nobility 
and high clergy in mining, monetagium and acunation, min-
ing and commerce with raw materials and finished products, 
scientific and cultural activities based on mining activities, 
the establishment and development of mining schools and 
universities, the development of energy resources used in 
mining, occupational medicine, the development of mining 
communities, arrivals of mining and metallurgical experts 
into mining regions, gold and silver fever, the emergence 
of ghost spirits after their departure, the world of fairy tales 
and mining dwarfs, mining garments. All these and many 
other elements make up the mining heritage.
The meaning of the second part of the phrase “mining 
tourism” should not be problematic to explain, mainly if 
we stick to the economic and logistic attributes of tourism.
An organized form of mass and long-term tourism in 
underground spaces is conducted in open public caves, or in 
mining works mass-attended by the public, respecting the 
visiting rules. These rules are the case concerning organized 
visits to historic mines in Poland (Wieliczka) (Figs 1, 2), 
Slovakia (Banská Štiavnica) (Figs 3, 4), Austria (Hallstatt), 
Germany (Rammelsberg), Bohemia (Kutná Hora), Romania 
(Salina Turda) and elsewhere. The list above of sites is not 
based on any criterion, as it is used only as a demonstra-
tion of the successful implementation of montane tourism in 
Central Europe (Figs 5, 6, 7). The interested person is given 
here an interesting and dedicated explanation of the visited 
mining site, which is mostly accompanied by expert expla-
nations. Another benefit of such an organized form of a visit 
to the underground is that the mining site visited acquires 
some protection. Neither of those is perfectly efficient, but 
it helps to achieve the following goals:
-	 to provide the visitor with a selection of the most at-
tractive parts of the visited object, to guarantee his se-
curity and provide him with knowledge related to the 
mining object, the history of the mining region, the 
development of mining technology in the region, and 
so on- to ensure the maximum possible protection of 
the visited object from the potential environmental 
protection point of view;
-	 to provide the sustainable development of the mining 
site, and the region in all three components – eco-
nomic, social and ecological.
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Fig. 1. Visitors in Wieliczka mine (Poland), photo V. Paprčka
Fig. 2. Expositions in Wieliczka mine (Poland), photo V. Paprčka
Fig. 3. Open-air mining museum in Banská Štiavnica, Bartolomej 
gallery (Central Slovakia), photo V. Čech
Fig. 4. In the underground of the Bartolomej gallery in an Open-air 
mining museum in Banská Štiavnica, photo V. Čech
Fig. 5. Mining tourists in the opal mine Libanka, Jozef gallery 
near Červenice in Slanske vrchy Mountains (East Slovakia), photo 
P. Hronček
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However, mining tourism can be built on the presence of 
elements of mining heritage, as follows:
-	 influence of celebrities and noble families affecting 
the development of mining and processing of mineral 
raw materials in the region,
-	 the development of science and technology disci-
plines conditioned by mining,
-	 the presence of historical distinguished mining in-
stitutions (royal chambers, mints, courts, mining ar-
chives, universities, schools, etc.),
-	 the development of mining towns, or mining traditions 
in the region, and so force.
The geotourism-related facts characterizing the mining 
site, such as geological development and structure of the ter-
ritory, geology, mineralogy, paleontology, and geography 
characterizing the visited object, also form parts of the min-
ing heritage as well.
To realize the intention to include our mining sites among 
destinations with a large number of tourists, let us ask the 
fundamental question: what attracts a large number of tour-
ists to visit the objects offered by mining tourism?
Here are some sub-questions: is it the information that 
the object was included in the UNESCO World Heritage 
List? Indeed yes, because from a marketing point of view, 
this is an excellent promotion for tourists. However, will this 
automatically provide a mass influx of tourists? Will they 
travel by airplanes or other public and individual means of 
transport hundreds or thousands of kilometers to see one 
mining site listed in the most prestigious list? Probably not.
Is it the knowledge that the object is in a well-known area 
that guarantees collection or purchase of minerals and sam-
ples that can enrich mineral collections? Certainly yes, but 
it is a matter of experts and collectors rather than the public, 
which highlights the determination of the mining site for in-
dividual mining tourists or, tourists in this case.
Is it the information on the location of the oldest (or one 
of the oldest) scientific or educational institutions in the 
world? Absolutely, but again, it is a challenge especially 
for students and professionals in the field of (predominantly 
mining) education.
Dozens of similar questions can be defined. Instant an-
swers will be probably parallel to those in the previous text. 
Responses indicate that the promotion of partial or individ-
ual attractions of the proposed location attracts mainly indi-
vidual mining tourists. The more significant the site is from 
the scientific and research point of view, the less attractive 
it is for the general public. However, this does not imply, 
that for well-implemented mining tourism, only “cheap” at-
tractions which meet the requirements of the common public 
are meant to be successful. The success lies in a “well-made 
cocktail” of rare, attractive and “cheap” offers. The follow-
ing will always apply: if the tourist cannot get good food, 
accommodation at different levels to choose from, entertain-
ment possibilities, relaxation, retrieving of typical souvenirs, 
or the possibility of mineralogical collections, the tourist will 
not be interested in undergoing a long voyage to the site.
Another important question that might be helpful in de-
fining the term “mining tourism” is: what does a tourist ex-
pect from mining tourism and what interests him?
Here are conclusions as the results of the analysis con-
ducted together with prof. C. Drebenstedt from TU Freiberg, 
Germany, where one of the authors of the article (prof. Ry-
bar) has lectured on mining tourism and geotourism for sev-
eral years. Data were obtained by studying the opinions of 
visitors from the region rich in mining tourism sites in Sax-
ony’s underground and surface public accessible and active 
mines (Saxony, Germany) (Rybár 2016).
Fig. 6. Individual (mining) tourists on labeled walkways of the heap 
Maximilián in Špania Dolina (Central Slovakia), photo P. Hronček
Fig. 7. Organized visits on the mining trail at Ľubietová  – Podlipa 
(Central Slovakia), photo P. Hronček
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A mining tourist is particularly interested in:
-	 mining traditions,
-	 unique machinery,
-	 modern mining technology,
-	 illegal visits of underground mines (adrenaline, ad-
venture, illegal collection (robbery?),
-	 special events in the underground (weddings, con-
certs, masses, celebrations),
-	 sports activities (adrenaline sports: rock climbing, 
motocross, mountain biking, underground collective 
sports: football, table tennis)
-	 recreation and wellness (recultivated mining works 
after surface mining: swimming, sunbathing, walk-
ing, in modified spaces of underground mines: health 
stay rehabilitation (resting, sleeping) in the unique 
conditions of some types of rocks, jogging, Nordic 
walking,
-	 geology, mineralogy, paleontology, collecting, ecolo-
gy, and biology, unique fauna moreover, flora occur-
ring during and after the mining activity as well as in 
the recultivated area,
-	 free time activities utilizing vast spaces (mostly con-
nected to surface mining  – tank driving (!), paintball, 
cross golf).
-	 other.
Moreover, what about the influence of mining tourism on 
the environment, and the role of management in the goal – 
not to increase the harmful effects of the growing number of 
tourists on the environment?
Safe and attractive routes are essential for underground 
visitors so that they do not tend to leave them, which could 
be dangerous for both the visited object and the visitors. In 
this case, it is the responsibility of the management willing to 
maintain or promote the visit rate of mining objects:
-	 to make other underground routes and spaces availa-
ble, to make the existing hiking trails more attractive 
while keeping visitors safe in themining work,
-	 to intervene with the intent to boost business econom-
ically, but at the same time to maintain the values of 
significant environmental parameters at the site. 
The definition of term “mining tourism”
The first part of the term  – “mining” refers to mining ac-
tivities from prehistory to the present. The term “mining” 
represents an extensive range of concepts and events asso-
ciated with mining. Here are some examples: mining tech-
nologies which characterize contemporary used techniques, 
their development over time, the architecture and architec-
tural complexes built for the miners and financial sources 
from mining, and related mining activities, the development 
of natural and technical sciences, mining schools, universi-
ties, museums and lot of other connected areas. Other exam-
ples are, for instance, relicts of historical objects of mining, 
or manifestations of miners mental life, and many others.
Mining tourism is a form of adventure tourism, where the 
presence of a tourist in underground mining areas is provid-
ing him with new feelings and sensations. Mining tourism is 
defined as a phenomenon describing unique mining machin-
ery and facilities, enabling exploration of the underground 
spaces with specific abiotic and biotic components, allowing 
one to admire the cultural heritage linked to historical min-
ing, which is opened to the general and professional public 
(Rybár, 2016).
The position of mining tourism among 
other related forms of tourism
It is necessary to define the expanding mining tourism, 
which is becoming an increasingly popular form of tourism, 
against other similar forms of tourism. Until today, mining 
tourism was considered to be a part of geotourism, or indus-
trial tourism respectively. The issue of conceptualization of 
mining tourism as a separate tourist sector within the thriving 
world travel industry, as well as defining its position among 
other related forms of tourism (tourist industry) comes into 
question, due to its massive development on a global scale. 
Mining tourism is prosperous not only at mining sites and 
regions (both historical and active ones), but also in those 
cultural centers, which were built using knowledge and tech-
niques of the miners. Tourism has become a global phenom-
enon because of the worldwide interest in the living and 
inanimate nature has widely grown in the recent years. Nu-
merous excursions to significant and less significant geologi-
cal and mining events are organized across the globe, and the 
territory of Slovakia is not an exception.
“Tourism” as the second part of the term “Mining tour-
ism,” means a set of activities aimed at satisfying needs re-
lated to traveling and staying out of the place of residence, 
usually in the leisure time. Goals of these activities are recre-
ation, education, health, entertainment, cultural and sporting 
activities, business trips, e.g., gaining a comprehensive ex-
perience (Gúčik et al., 2006; Gúčik 2010). Tourism involves 
the movement of persons traveling to a place outside their 
natural habitat for a transitional period of less than one year 
for rest, recreation, business trips and other objectives, but 
not for pursuing a gainful activity in the visited country (UN-
WTO, 1991). Tourism is a sector with direct impact on the 
sphere of business, social affairs, and ecology, like: econ-
omy, industry, trade and services, investment, transporta-
tion, regional development, culture, health, education, sport, 
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environmental protection, forestry and aquaculture, agricul-
ture, employment and competencies of local governments 
(Gúčik et al., 2006; Gúčik, 2010). The previous list needs to 
be completed by technology spheres like deep mining, quar-
rying, geological exploration and all related mining activities 
regarding geotourism and mining tourism above all. An es-
sential classification feature of tourism is the form of tour-
ism. It expresses the various causes and their consequences, 
related to travel and staying visitors in a foreign location. 
“Forms of tourism are distinguished from a geographical 
point of view (internal, national, foreign, international, re-
gional), as well as of the number of participants (individual, 
collective, mass, ecological), the age of visitors (youth, fam-
ily, senior), according to the season (seasonal, off-season, 
year-round), according to the form of organization (individ-
ual, organized), means of transport (railway, naval, aerial, 
car), the sociological point of view (visits of relatives and 
friends, social, ethnic) and other forms” (Gúčik, 2000, 2008, 
2010; Gúčik et al., 2004, 2006).
The type of tourism expresses the purpose (motive) of 
traveling and the short stay of the visitors at the destination. 
The basic types include recreational, sports, adventure, cul-
tural, spa, health and business tourism (Gúčik et al., 2006; 
Gúčik, 2010). Schejbal lists the most advanced types of tour-
ism, that have developed only in the recent decades, such as 
ecotourism, sustainable tourism, adventure tourism and, last 
but not least, geotourism (Schejbal, 2005).
Slovak dictionary “Tourist industry  – Hospitality” 
(Gúčik et al., 2006) does not mention the term “tourism.” 
Tourist industry professionals (especially economists and 
marketing specialists, whose works are also used by geog-
raphers) narrow the term to designate sporting activities re-
lated to movement and staying in nature to discover their 
home country, natural beauties and cultural heritage (Chor-
vát, 2006; Kompasová, 2010). This term is replaced in Slo-
vak language dictionary with terms “turizmus”, “turistika.” 
The term tourism is increasingly used in Slovakia as well, 
because of increasingly globalizing trends with the English 
language as the main means of communication. Czech and 
Slovak experts on geotourism (Schejbal, 2005; Rybár et al., 
2010) consider the concepts of the tourist industry and tour-
ism as synonymous. The term tourism is perceived as an in-
ternationalized term, and for this reason, it is preferred in 
their works. In the geotourism research, the term tourism is 
used instead of the tourist industry.
The conceptual difference between the terms tourist in-
dustry and tourism, as understood in the Central European 
space in Czechia and Slovakia, is in detail explained and 
clarified at the theoretical level in the work of I. Chorvát 
(2006). He understands tourism in a broader sense as the 
tourist industry, which is recognized as sort of economic in-
dustry referring to a set of services. Tourism is not only a set 
of activities to meet the needs of tourism operators, but also 
includes other areas such as interpersonal relationships, the 
social organization of community relations, lifestyle, mobili-
ty, leisure time, migration, distribution of labor, customs and 
presentation of local culture and traditions (Chorvát, 2006).
Geotourism has been specified as a separate sector of 
tourism only over the last few years. A recently well de-
fined and established form of tourism, becomes a global 
phenomenon (Newsome, Dowling, 2010). Despite its rel-
ative short modern history, it has been described by many 
different authors (e. g. Hose, 1995, 1996; Słomka, Kicińs-
ka-Świderska, 2004; Joyce 2006; Dowling, Newsome 
2006; Sadry, 2009; Newsome, Dowling eds., 2010; Rybár 
et al., 2010; Hose, 2012). Moreover, research in the field 
of geotourism have brought many authors to define of var-
ious geotourism forms, including underground geotourism 
(Garofano, Govoni, 2012), rural geotourism (Farsani et al., 
2013), urban geotourism (Rodrigues et al., 2011; Ferreira 
et al., 2012), health & wellness geotourism (Farsani et al., 
2013) alternatively, roadside geotourism (Štrba et al., 2016) 
(Figs 8, 9, 10, 11).
Geotourism was a first time defined by Thomas A. Horse 
in 1995 (1996) as an independent and, above all, a new form 
of tourism with ever increasing potential and interest of cli-
ents. However, it was only a “geological” definition  – and 
geological understanding of the issue, and it also highlighted 
the geological and geomorphological aspect of sustainable 
development. He described geotourism as abiotic nature-ori-
ented tourism. Providing interpretational and service facili-
ties to enable tourists to obtain knowledge and understand 
the geology and geomorphology of the site (including its 
contribution to the development of geosciences) beyond the 
limits of a purely aesthetic perception. A similar but extend-
ed version of the definition was published in 1999, where 
the geotourism is characterized as “providing interpretation-
al facilities and services to support values and social benefits 
of geological and geomorphological sites and their materials 
and ensuring their protection for use by students, tourists and 
occasional tourists” (Hose, 1999).
The understanding of these definitions was above all ad-
opted by geologists and specialists from the British Com-
monwealth, and of AGH Krakow in Poland.
On the other side, R. Buckley (2003) does not give 
geotourism a high chance as a separate type of tourist indus-
try in his work from the year 2003, but sees it only as a small 
specialized part of ecotourism.
The issue of geotourism was dealt with by E.B. Joyce 
(2006) in the middle of the first decade of the 21st century, 
which perceives geotourism in a wider perspective. He un-
derstands it as a new sector of the tourist industry in relation 
with geological and geomorphological attractions and fea-
tures of individual sites or parts of the landscape. 
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A new definition of geotourism had been proposed in this 
work, where geotourism means “the targeted movement of 
people to a particular place to see and learn about one or 
more aspects of geology and geomorphology.” The defini-
tion was based on the context of Australian nature and its 
national parks and geoparks. Geotourism offers a greater un-
derstanding of the landscape, geosites and their origins, and 
also provides cultural experiences, improving the way the 
sights are observed.
One of the foremost experts on geotourism, as a growing 
global type of tourism, R.K. Dowling, published some works 
on geotourism along with D. Newsom (Dowling, Newsome, 
2006; Dowling, 2011). Based on these works, geotourism 
characterized as sustainable tourism with a primary fo-
cus on exploring the landscape from a geological point of 
view aimingto promote ecological and cultural awareness, 
appreciating and protecting the environment by preserving 
a beneficial state of the sites. Geotourism is a product that 
protects, describes, promotes and sells geosites as part of the 
geological heritage of humanity. These works mostly focus 
on natural sites.
Another concept and insight into geotourism derived 
from geography was brought by the National Geograph-
ic magazine in 2011 (NGM, 2011) defining geotourism as 
a form of tourism that emphasizes the geographical character 
of the site  – its “environment”, culture, aesthetics, heritage, 
health and the welfare of the population. The term “environ-
ment” may also include geology. Such a definition empha-
sizes a wider context (in the landscape) and not just the par-
ticular individual object.
This definition was adopted especially by American ge-
ologists and geotourism specialists. Such a form of descrip-
tion supports the creation of geoparks and mass-visited sites. 
This definition (sometimes called the American approach to 
Fig. 8. A specific type of mining tourism in groundwater flooded 
quarries. Tourist resort Senec – Zlaté piesky (Western Slovakia), 
photo P. Hronček
Fig. 9. A specific type of mining tourism in groundwater flood-
ed quarries. Sandpit at Veľké Leváre (West Slovakia), photo 
P. Hronček
Fig. 10. Geological and mining-oriented excursions of students in 
the quarries. Stone quarry Megonky, the Kysuce region (North Slo-
vakia), photo P. Hronček
Fig. 11. Terrain lessons in stone quarries. Stone quarry Driečany 
(South Slovakia), photo P. Urban
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geotourism) is preferred and developed by the Department of 
Geo and Mining Tourism at the Institute of Earth Resources 
of the Faculty BERG of the Technical University in Košice 
under the leadership of prof. P. Rybár (Rybár et al., 2010; 
Rybár et al., 2012; Rybár, 2016; Rybár, Štrba, 2016).
Some other definitions of geotourism had been creat-
ed in 2011, for example, Dawling (Dowling, 2011) outlines 
five fundamental geotourism principles. The product called 
“Geotourism” is characterized by the following: 1) it is built 
on geology, 2) it is sustainable, and 3) it is educational. The 
next two principles are of a general nature: 4) it has local 
benefits and 5) it provides satisfaction for tourists.
Another approach to the problem is presented in the 
Arouca Declaration (UNESCO congress in Portugal, 2011). 
It is the mixture of the conservative geological approach 
and a liberal geographic approach to geotourism definition 
(Arouca Declaration, 2011): “(...) tourism, which maintains 
and enhances the identity of the territory, considering its ge-
ology, environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage and the ben-
efits of its inhabitants.”
Industrial tourism promotes many tourism sectors. It 
may be mining, metallurgy, sugar industry, food industry 
and many others. It highlights technologies and technologi-
cal objects within these industries. Industrial tourism was in-
troduced to support industrial areas and is intended primarily 
for individual tourists and groups of professionals.
As mentioned by Otgaar et al. (2016), from the scien-
tific point of view, industrial tourism is a relatively unex-
plored topic with very limited concepts and definitions. The 
first complex definition of industrial tourism was introduced 
by Dodd and Bigotte (1997), defining industrial tourism as 
“visits by consumers to the production facility site and can 
include educational tours of the facility and tasting of the 
product that is produced.” According to Frew (2000), “in-
dustrial tourism involves visits by tourists to operational in-
dustrial sites where the core activity of the site is not-tourism 
oriented.” In this definition, the word “industry” refers to the 
sector, not to manufacturing Otgaar et al. (2016). 
Mining tourism  – approaches and 
definition the new form of tourism
Mining tourism (some authors use the term “montanistic 
tourism”) has been mentioned in many publications (e. g. 
Conlin, Jollife, 2011; Drebenstedt et al., 2011; Kršák, 2011; 
Kobylańska, 2013; Lopez, Perez, 2013; Lorenc, Janusz 
2013; Perez-Alvares et al., 2016; Schejbal, 2016). Despite 
this fact, the first definition of mining tourism was presented 
by P. Rybár and Ľ. Štrba (2016) during an International con-
ference on geotourism, mining tourism, sustainable develop-
ment, and environmental protection, Firenze, 2016: 
„There are significant differences between the nature of 
mining tourism and geotourism or industrial tourism. Mining 
tourism sites are often located in a natural environment with 
many geological features (e.g., mineral deposit exposures, 
rock formations exposed in mines, fossils, etc.), what can be 
a subject of interest of both geotourism and mining tourism”. 
On the other hand, mining tourism covers the much broader 
area, including mining heritage in the form of mining insig-
nia or spiritual heritage of miners that do not fit geotourism 
definition at all. Therefore, it can be assumed that mining 
tourism is not a part of geotourism (Rybár, Štrba, 2016). 
Consequently, they suggest that mining tourism is an indi-
vidual form of tourism which, in many cases, is related to 
geotourism and industrial tourism but is on the same level as 
geotourism and industrial tourism. The authors of this article 
have modified the existing definition (Rybár, Štrba, 2016), 
and defined mining tourism in the manner, like this: 
Mining tourism is a form of adventure and cognitive 
tourism for specialists and the general public . The interested 
person in mining tourism can take advantage of a combina-
tion of both experiences and knowledge of visiting in-situ 
mining sites and regions, visits of mining museums and from 
literature and archive studies, including mining documenta-
tion. In situ mine visits helps a tourist get to know used min-
ing technologies and processing methods of raw materials 
throughout history. Visits of mining regions helps tourists to 
understand the boom and bust cycle of mining region, and 
to learn the habits of the miner community in different times 
of history. Visits of mining museums helps the visitor feel 
a bond with one of the oldest human activities  – mining, de-
veloped mostly in the underground. All the mentioned above 
connect visitors with his/her ancestors.
Where is it possible (and how) to realize 
mining tourism?
To answer this question, the best is to start with a presen-
tation of some world-class mining sites. 
Wieliczka (Figs 12, 13), which lies near Krakow in Po-
land, is the most popular visiting mine in the world. At the 
same time, it is one of the most visited tourist attractions in 
Poland. Wieliczka is noted as the first of the mining objects 
and regions in the world on the UNESCO World Heritage 
List. Comparing the number of visitors, it ranks higher than 
the Austrian Hallstatt, the Swedish Falun, and the Columbi-
an Zipaquirá. The number of Wieliczka visitors was close to 
1,300,000 in 2013, and numbers were rising steadily. The ratio 
of home and foreign visitors was almost 1:1 in 2013. The larg-
est number of foreign visitors were British (nearly 74,000), 
then Germans (over 57,000), Italians, French, and Spanish.
The first written mention of salt mining in Wieliczka 
in Poland came from the 11th century when Wieliczka was 
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called Magnum Sal. The Tyniec monastery Documents cap-
ture general knowledge about the beginnings of mining in 
the Krakow region in Poland. The oldest of these documents 
is the Privilegium of Kazimier I. from 1044, in which Wiel-
iczka is mentioned as “Magnum sal alias Wieliczka.” Boch-
nia is referred as the Small Salt Mine in Medieval documents.
From the 1105 document, it appears that salt mining with 
the center in Wieliczka already existed in Poland under the 
reign of Bolesław I the Brave (995–1025). Stone salt was 
produced in the form of various large blocks of rock salt of 
a different shape. There was also a salt trade as salt had been 
sold in numerous small shops and taverns. Several markets 
were organized a few times a year in Wieliczka, and the salt 
from Wieliczka and Bochnia also had been traded to other 
monasteries nearby.
The right to cook salt was included in the church institu-
tions, especially monasteries, from the 11th century. Monas-
teries were responsible for the documentation on the amount 
of salt produced. The oldest way to get salt was to cook it. 
The beginnings of rock salt exploitation are unclear. The 
most probable scenario is that the salt-makers had been dig-
ging deep wells and accidentally discovered salt. Stone salt 
is present at a depth of 15 meters in Wieliczka and could be 
probably found in shallower layers also. The oldest shaft of 
Stara Gora was excavated before the end of the 10th century 
and was already a shaft in the true sense of the word. Fig. 12. The salt mine shaft in Wieliczka (Poland), photo V. Paprčka
Fig. 13. Chamber in the salt mine in Wieliczka – restaurant, photo V. Paprčka
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For many centuries, salt was the economic base of the 
income of the Polish Kingdom. The share of salt business 
accounted for 30% of the State Treasury revenue in the 14th 
century. The Salt Mine was run by the Royal Chamber; salt 
trade routes were guarded by castles and the high-stand-
ing Poles. The salt from Wieliczka was also involved in the 
development of Polish science, because King Kazimír the 
Great, founder of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow 
(1364), financed the university only from the income from 
mining and business activities with salt.
The royal supervision over salt mines ended during the 
first division of Poland in 1722. The Habsburg monarchy, 
and later the Austro-Hungarian Empire brought not only ad-
ministrative changes to the salt mines in Wieliczka but also 
new mining technologies introduced by foreign experts who 
came to Wieliczka. 
The Austro-Hungarian Mining Law made Wieliczka 
a stable healing place, by improving the technical and eco-
nomic conditions of salt mining in the 19th century. The ex-
pansion of the nearby city of Krakow was a great benefit 
for Wieliczka. It brought about the construction of a power 
plant and a rail link with Krakow. Underground works were 
mechanized, and steam engines were introduced. The eco-
nomic stability of the mine also manifested itself between 
the two wars.
The first modification of the mine to museum exposition 
went hand in hand with investments in the development of 
production, but it was decided that the mine would serve as 
a guest mine and spa at the same time. World War II and the 
intended liquidation of mining after its end had a decisive ef-
fect on the destiny of Wieliczka. Historic mining was pushed 
closer to the risk of losing its values. The period of uncer-
tainty ended with the UNESCO World Heritage List regis-
tration in 1978. Anew phase of development of the salt mine 
in Wieliczka was launched. It was decided that the world 
heritage in the underground must be protected and the relat-
ed activities began in the early 1980s. After a waterlogging 
accident in 1992, it has been shown, that works related to the 
conversion of the mine to a tourist site must be accelerated. 
Wieliczka became a historical monument by the decision of 
the Polish President in 1994.
Successive steps of transformation of the mine into 
a tourist site had to meet several criteria, in particular:
-	 to preserve unique historical traits in underground 
works,
-	 to guarantee the safety of visitors in underground 
spaces,
-	 to support the economic advantage of turning the mine 
into a tourist site.
The requirements had to be processed in the following 
way:
-	 Unnecessary excavated spaces had to be closed, and 
the water inflow into the mine had to be eliminated 
to prevent the risk of underground accident, which in 
case of a massive water flow also represented a risk 
for surface objects, as well as the city situated above 
the excavated areas. The solution also required the 
end of mining in the nearby mine.
-	 Historic chambers including the reconstruction of in-
dividual historical mining elements had to be secured 
to ensure security in the chambers during excursions.
-	 Maintenance of mining operations and their func-
tionality had to be guaranteed regarding ventilation, 
transport, lighting, shaft equipment. Their exchange 
and upgrading to support activities such as mass ac-
tions, restaurant, etc. should be made possible.
-	 Revitalization of post-industrial zones, including the 
restoration and modernization of surface objects for 
miners, as well as the restoration of the neighboring 
Barycz mine, had to be conducted. 
-	 Historical excavation and restoration works had to be 
made available to the public, both on the surface and 
underground.
The “tourist route” is the flagship of mining tourism in 
Wieliczka. The tourist industry market is characterized by 
high sensitivity requiring constant adaptions to market re-
quirements. The tourist route and the surroundings of the 
Daniłowicza shaft need to be continuously modernized and 
adjusted. Sections of a tourist trail designed for people with 
disabilities are a good example. It is necessary to be aware of 
young tourists’ needs and to offer the history and technolo-
gy with the up-to-date presentation. The interests of children 
of different age groups need to be taken into consideration.
The touristic trail consists of 21 mining stops and has 
a total length of 2.5 km, and it is located between the first (64 
m below the earth’s surface) and the third horizon (135 m be-
low the earth’s surface). The route leads through a pleasant, 
aesthetic, safe and interesting terrain. Modernization works 
focus on increasing the attractiveness of the route offered.
Hallstatt is probably the oldest salt mine in the world 
with the history of salt mining dating back to the Middle 
Bronze Age. It is located in Upper Austria near the Lake 
Hallstätter See. It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site togeth-
er with the Dachstein Mountains and the Inneres Salzkam-
mergut landscape and historical, cultural area.
During mining works, the miners found a body of a dead 
man who looked as if he had died only a few days ago in the 
first half of the 18th century. In fact, he was lying there for 
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a few centuries. Traces of Celtic settlers, including the mys-
terious “man in salt”, were discovered in Hallstatt. A huge 
burial ground began to be found in the first half of the 19th 
century and became the most important prehistoric site north 
of the Alps. Celtic culture discovered in the Austrian village 
of Hallstatt spread from France to the Balkans.
The Celts mined “white gold” in the Salzkammergut 
Mountain and established their power and wealth by its 
means even before the foundation of Rome. They traded the 
salt for amber from the Baltic Sea area, weapons from South-
ern Germany, bronze pots from the Danube area, glass from 
the North Adriatic coast, and ivory from Africa. The Celts 
were probably the first in the world to operate until nowadays 
a functioning salt mine. After a period of decline in the Mid-
dle Ages, mining was taken over by the state. The so-called 
salt law was given to the inhabitants, who ensured drying, 
packaging, transport and trade of salt, as well as the opera-
tion of their docks to transport the salt by water. A settlement 
was established in the place where salt was processed, and 
salt trade developed. The first long-distance pipeline in the 
world would certainly not arise without the mining of salt. It 
was a 40 km long wooden pipeline from Hallstatt to Ebens-
ee, along which a favorite hiking trail which has lasted until 
today.
The nobility discovered this piece of land in the 19th cen-
tury when searching for medicinal baths. Mineral salt baths 
attracted many noble guests. Archduchess Sofia, who had the 
desire to become pregnant, was among them. The healing 
power of local sources had helped her because the Habsburg 
family, after two abortions, finally grew and three of Sofi’s 
sons entered the history as “the salt princes.” The firstborn 
Francis Joseph I, the future Emperor, remained faithful to his 
roots and chose Bad Ischl Spa as a summer residence. Salz-
kammergut won world fame with thriving tourism not only 
thanks to him but mainly thanks to salt. The duration of the 
tour takes at least 3–4 hours and is related to the choice of 
a wide range of possible routes for visitors.
Falun copper mines (Sweden) are documented in the 
13thcentury. The town of Falun received the town rights in 
1641. The biggest boom occurred after the construction of 
the railway and 56 factories. It is an administrative and edu-
cational center with several mines devoted mainly to copper 
mining. Falun once belonged to the essential copper mining 
areas in the world. Remnants of mining and copper produc-
tion can be found around the town. Two-thirds of world cop-
per production came from Falun at the time of its greatest 
boom. The dark red color Faluröd is the by-product known 
from typical Swedish houses. This color painting has been 
used for houses since the 16th century and during the 17th 
century has spread throughout the whole country. It became 
the national color of Swedish houses during the 18th century 
and is still widely used today.
Zipaquirá, Colombia  – as a part of three Colombian cit-
ies, forms the Cultural Landscape of Salt Town, jointly listed 
on the UNESCO’s Cultural Heritage List in 2012. Zipaquirá 
is the largest salt deposit in the world. The native people his-
torically benefited from this mine, but Simon Bolivar also 
used the money from mining and salt trading to finance the 
national liberation movement in Colombia. Visitors can see 
a multimedia presentation of historical mining processes, 
a geological structure of the deposit, a museum, an exposi-
tion of “environmentally friendly” mining and sustainable 
development. The main attraction in the underground is the 
Salt Cathedral and the 4.2 m high Holy Cross carved out of 
halite. The Salt Cathedral is attended by 3,000 visitors and 
believers at the time of worship on Sundays.
Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia  – the largest salt-pan in the 
world lies at an altitude of 3653 m above sea level. It is made 
up of the entirely straight salt layer, which is in average 1 m 
thick and covers an area of 10,582 km2.
Several hotels, including furniture, are built entirely of 
salt. The first such hotel was built in the middle of the salt 
pan in the thirties of the 20th century. The hotel was demol-
ished in 2002 for environmental reasons. Other hotels were 
built closer to road communications on the periphery of the 
salt pan. Another interesting tourist attraction  – the “train 
cemetery”  – is situated in a 3 km distance. Minerals extract-
ed from the salt pan were transported by rail to Pacific ports 
in the past.
Salina Turda is a salt mine from the 17th century in Tran-
sylvania, Romania. The Business Insider magazine described 
it as the most beautiful underground place in the world and 
ranked it among the most famous tourist attractions in the 
world in the 22nd place. Today it is well-known as a muse-
um of salt mining in Transylvania. Underground attractions 
include an amphitheater, a Russian (Ferris) wheel, bowl-
ing, underground lake with boats, minigolf and table tennis. 
More than 2 million tourists visited the salt mine since 1992. 
The mine is opened for visitors all year round. The extensive 
reconstruction of Salina Turda financed by PHARE funds 
took place between 2008 and 2010.
Kutná Hora is a historic mining town in Czechia. Ap-
proximately one-third of European silver production came 
from here in the 13th century. A record of the number of tick-
ets was sold to the Kutná Hora monuments in 2014. Visitors 
bought 962,262 tickets, which is almost 30,000 more than in 
2012  – historically the most successful year regarding vis-
it rate. As each visitor visits three objects on average, the 
number of tourists slightly exceeded 300,000. The most vis-
ited monument of Kutná Hora is Kostnica (charnel house) in 
Sedlc, then St. Barbara’s Church and the third most visited 
object is the Czech Museum of Silver at Hrádek. Visitors 
can also find two educational paths related to historical sil-
ver mining.
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Banská Štiavnica (Figs 14, 15) is the most important 
mining town in Slovakia (situated within the Banská Bystrica 
Self-Governing Region). The town with its surroundings was 
listed on the UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage 
list on the 11th of December 1993. The Open-air Museum of 
Mining (Banský Skanzen) in Banská Štiavnica (Fig. 16), is vis-
ited by approximately 20,000 tourists per year. There is a visi-
ble increase in the number of visitors over the extended week-
ends during the months out of season. The visit rate of these 
weekends is getting close to figures of the main touristic season. 
The average daily traffic in the season was 232 visitors per day 
(up to 90,000 per year) in 2014. The number of overnight stays 
is approaching 90,000 per year. Banská Štiavnica was mainly 
visited by Hungarian students from the successor Colleges of 
the Mining Academy out of season. The growth of Hungar-
ian tourists was also observed in the time of public holidays 
in Hungary. Czech, English, German and Hungarian speaking 
tourists were the most numerous among the foreign visitors.
Fig. 15. The New Castle and calvary in Banská Štiavnica, photo 
P. Hronček
Fig. 16. Open-air mining museum in Banská Štiavnica, photo 
V. Čech
Fig. 14. The Old castle in Banská Štiavnica, photo P. Hronček
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of an ancient mining mansion with some mining relics of 
various kinds and origins in its immediate background 
(Figs 17, 18). These mining destinations are currently the 
most sought after tourist destinations, especially thanks to 
well-built tourism infrastructure.
Fig. 17. The town Castle in Kremnica (Central Slovakia), photo P. Hronček
Fig. 18. The center of Špania Dolina, photo P. Hronček
Mining tourism in the area with 
scattered relics of historical mining
Objects of massively visited mining sites usually central-
ized mining sites, which are characterized by the presence 
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Lesser-known or more or less currently unknown mining 
sites or objects, or mining relics scattered on relatively large 
areas, may be the objects of visits of mining tourism in addi-
tion to the centers above of mining tourism based on the min-
ing heritage. Some montane monuments scattered through-
out the landscape around small settlements can be found in 
the Central European countries. These are mostly less acces-
sible or inaccessible and are unsuitable for mass public visits 
in their current state. Underground works available only in 
short sections, or even collapsed, flooded or non-accessible 
due to the protection of protected species permanently oc-
cupying or just wintering in these areas can be found quite 
frequently. Such mining works or their relics are the subjects 
of documentation, scientific research, and mapping of un-
derground spaces, but they are also a place for unregulated 
adrenaline activities or plundering by unwanted visitors.
Central European countries with their unique mining her-
itage have numerous regions with many scattered remains of 
mining heritage. However, before their use in mining tour-
ism, the following fundamental questions have to be asked:
-	 How to approach their identification in the region?
-	 How can they be protected against unwanted visits by 
vandals, “collectors” or accidental adventurers?
-	 Is it sufficient not to reveal information about their 
actual position?
-	 Is it appropriate to describe their historical and natu-
ral value in detail?
-	 Is it worth mentioning their natural and anthropogen-
ic value obtained through site evaluation?
-	 How, in this case, is it possible to organize mining tour-
ism for the masses of tourists and thus to put miners’ 
tourism in the position of an attractive tourist sector in 
the region?
Integrated projects with the support of the so-called start-
ups (demonstration, pilot projects), which demonstrate a re-
turn on investment over the expected period, implementation 
and analysis must be conducted if we want to develop mass 
mining tourism in such conditions and expect it to become 
the engine of economic development of the region. The share 
of foreign financial participation must begin to decrease, 
while the share of own funds from the successful implemen-
tation of the project must be increased after this period.
History of mining tourism – beginnings 
of mining tourism in Habsburg 
monarchy (Slovak mining regions)  – 
a case study
When searching for the beginnings of migration move-
ments or traveling in Upper Hungary during the Middle 
Ages, we must first examine the motivation that was the 
main factor of the migration movement (Chorvát, 2007). 
With regard to the analysis of the origins of mining tour-
ism (migration or relocation), mining is just one of the main 
factors of the Middle Ages population mobility in Habsburg 
monarchy (Upper Hungary, Slovak territory), or migration to 
Upper Hungary from the bordering western countries.
Other motivating factors in this period were, for exam-
ple, business, education, religion, military  – these were re-
lated only to a very narrow group of the medieval popula-
tion. With the exception of religious pilgrimages to Rome or 
Jerusalem, these movements did not have a mass character.
Motivation as the primary factor of Medieval migration 
gains importance from Medieval roads as a way of traveling. 
It should be emphasized here that there have been only un-
paved roads that have been exposed to weather, bandits, wild 
animals, and other life-threatening circumstances. Muddy 
and mountainous roads often could not be used for wagons, 
and therefore were mainly used by horses or by foot.
When considering the medieval society of Upper Hun-
gary, we have to realize, that the broad layer of villeins at-
tached to the feudal soil had no other choice but to remain 
in a place that they knew and provided them with relative 
safety. Traveling meant suffering and fear of possible pitfalls 
and dangers for a medieval man. Thus, people preferred to 
remain in a familiar and a relatively safe environment (Lu-
kačka, 2005). There was only a narrow group of higher-so-
ciety citizens involved in the actual migration of the popula-
tion, whether higher and lower nobility, clergy, soldiers, etc.
The arrival of new settlers especially from the Ger-
man-speaking European areas (Marek, 2006) into the Upper 
Hungary geographical area after the Tatars’ invasion from 
the second half of the 13th century, significantly changed the 
composition of the Upper Hungarian society. Settlers incom-
ing from Germany encouraged the emergence and devel-
opment of privileged medieval towns, of which the mining 
towns had the essential status. The inhabitants of these towns 
enjoyed a broad portfolio of privileges, the most important of 
which was the right to move freely through the country and 
the right to own property, as well as the right to have the dis-
posal of the property (Lukačka, 2005). Many towns gained 
the right to search for and exploit mineral resources within 
their bounds freely. The original population (mostly rural) 
remained permanently attached to the land of its landlord.
The population’s mobility in a new social situation was 
mainly driven by the fact that the wealthy entrepreneurs in 
mining and metallurgy had been engaged not only in trade 
relations within Hungary, but also throughout Europe. Ed-
ucation became the subject of mobility  – the movement of 
specialists in the field of mining and mineral processing. Eu-
ropean scholars begann to conduct first scientific journeys 
into economically prosperous areas and mines. These sites 
and the entire regions were visited by the highest nobility, 
clergy, traders, adventurers, etc.
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Fig. 19. Paracelsus – Theophrast von Hohenheim (* 1493, Einsie-
deln, Swiss  – † 24. September 1541, Salzburg, Austria), Swiss phi-
losopher, physician, and alchemist. We consider him the first min-
ing tourist in the first half of the 16th centuries in the Habsburg 
monarchy. archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček
Fig. 20. Medieval hand-drawn galleries “kresanica“ on a tourist 
route in Starovšechsvätých mine at Hodruša Hámre (Central Slo-
vakia), photo P. Hronček
Upper Hungary started to be visited by an increasing 
number of foreign scholars, as well as travelers attracted not 
only by the natural wealth, but also by reports of the exten-
sive and remarkable Upper Hungarian mining and metallur-
gy. The first travelogues of these travelers described min-
ing and metallurgy and also the technology used (Hallon et 
al., 2006). Migration was still aimed primarily at work, edu-
cation, research and knowledge of mining sites, rather than 
montane tourism or recreation. The existence of local “mon-
tane” tourism for relaxation could be considered in the wider 
area of Banská Štiavnica. Several historical reports generally 
state that the local thermal springs in Vyhnewere not only dis-
covered but also used by the miners who found them during 
the excavation of an adit in the 13thcentury. The springs and 
spas had been owned by the town of Banská Štiavnica since 
1564 (Pavúk, 2006). A similar situation could be seen in Sk-
lenné Teplice, where the natural springs in travertine hills 
had been used by local miners since time immemorial. Al-
legedly, the specific spring of Parenica sprouting initially in 
the narrow travertine cave was expanded and enlarged by 
miners to suit their needs (Rebro, 1996).
The first documented visits to the Upper Hungary territory 
in connection with mining are recorded in the first half of the 
16th century. The most significant visits to Upper Hungary in-
clude scientific journeys of an essential European Renaissance 
physician from Germany Theophrastus Bombast von Hohen-
heim (1493–1541, originally from Switzerland), known as 
Philipp Aureola Paracelsus. Paracelsus can be considered as 
a pioneer of mountain tourism in today’s Slovakia, i.e., Up-
per Hungary, region (Fig. 19). His first trip to the Upper and 
Lower Hungarian mining towns and the surrounding towns in 
Slovakia took place in 1521. We can call it a “scientific” min-
ing journey, as he was concerned not only with ore mining but 
also with mineral and cementation waters. His other trips were 
made to the town of Smolník in eastern Slovakia in 1526 and 
1527, where he was particularly interested in cementation (vit-
riol) water (Herčko, 2002). We know that besides Bratislava, 
he also visited Banská Štiavnica (Figs 20, 21), Banská Bystri-
ca, Smolník and other mining towns in Spiš, Central, and East 
Slovakia mining regions. His observations and information 
from the territory of Slovakia are summed up in his work De 
Tinctura Physicorum, published in 1570 (Paracelsus, 1570).
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Other scholars interested in mining and related sciences 
were heading to Upper Hungary in the second half of the 16th 
century. Professor Gašpar Naumann from Berlin and mining 
authority Leonard Thurneysen (Tibenský, 1966) came to Ban-
ská Štiavnica ore district, as well as to other Central Slovakian 
mining towns in the year 1568. At the end of 1585, or early next 
year, two specialists Alexander Blingling and Vincent Reusen, 
which were sent to search and research minerals (Herčko, Weis, 
2014), traveled to the seven mining towns in Central Slovakia.
John Baptista Merin, an English physician, visited mines 
in Banská Štiavnica in the year 1615. He described his trip in 
the travelogue Journey to the Mines in Hungary (Tibenský, 
1968). In Banská Štiavnica he also visited the Main Cham-
ber Earl Hudarlic Reitter, whose guest was his old friend Dr. 
John Beguin already in 1612. Thus, J.B. Merin was not the 
first English scholar to visit the Central Slovakian mining 
region. He traveled from Vienna to Bratislava by boat and 
from there to Banská Bystrica accompanied by four carriag-
es. He examined the city and then went to Špania Dolina. 
Next, he had visited mines and surface facilities in Boca and 
then traveled on through Banská Bystrica to Banská Štiavni-
ca. After a short stay in Banská Štiavnica, where he exam-
ined the mines, he headed to Kremnica known throughout 
Europe for its gold mine and mint, and stayed here from July 
to December 1615. During his five months stay, he could see 
many mining works thanks to his hosts (Herčko, 1976).
In 1620, another English scientist, Peter Mundy, visited 
the Central Slovakian Mining Region (Fig. 22), but there is 
no detailed information about his journey (Tibensky, 1966).
During this period, visits to mining areas were related 
only to scientific activities from abroad. Within the monar-
chy, they consisted primarily in sending working commis-
sions of the Mining Chamber at regular or irregular intervals. 
Their task was to create and maintain a detailed inventory of 
mines and mining objects. A committee of several members, 
often counting more than ten experts, traveled from Vienna 
to the territory of today’s Slovakia and spent several weeks, 
and often months, traveling through the mining areas and 
denoting everything that the Mining Chamber had benefited. 
In the state archive in Vienna, the first well-known record of 
the known visit of Central Slovakian mining towns in 1535 
(Hronček, Budaj, 2017) was preserved in the range of nearly 
a hundred manuscript pages. Since then, some similar com-
missions had been sent to Slovakia, not only from Vienna but 
also from the Main Chamber Bureaus of Banská Štiavnica, 
Gelnica, and Smolník.
Fig. 21. Underground mining walled mine galleries on a tourist 
route in Starovšechsvätých mine at Hodruša Hámre (Central Slo-
vakia), photo P. Hronček
Fig. 22. Manually excavated medieval mining galleries “kresanica“ 
with a hammer and pick technology in the underground of Ľubi-
etová (Podlipa), photo P. Hronček
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If we do not consider the economic interest of the Mining 
Chamber in Vienna in the mines in Upper Hungary, we can 
say that the first visit to mines in Upper Hungary happened 
in the year 1620. We can assume that the targeted use of free 
time to explore the mining towns and mines themselves in 
order to gain knowledge aboutthe Lower Hungarian Mining 
Towns and this visit to Banská Bystrica and its surroundings 
already has elements that we can identify with montane tour-
ism in the scope of its contemporary understanding.
The Hungarian Council, which elected Gabriel Bethlen, 
the Transylvanian count and the leader of the anti-Habsburg 
uprising, the king of Hungary (Fig. 23), was held in Banská 
Bystrica from June to August 1620. The Hungarian Council 
consisted of Betlen supporters, with the blessing of the Turk-
ish sultan himself. He had not been crowned, probably on his 
own request, because he wanted to maintain the possibility 
of agreements with the Emperor. Emperor Ferdinand II, who 
was preparing for the war against the Czech nobility, then 
signed a ceasefire with Bethlen.
Gabriel Bethlen was born in 1580 in Ilia in today’s Ro-
mania and died on November 15, 1629, in Alba Iulia. The 
Hungarian Council, which took place under his direction, 
met in Banská Bystrica in a 16thcentury townhouse on Dolná 
Fig. 23. Gabriel Bethlen (* 1580 Ilia, Romania  – † 1629 Alba Iulia, 
Romania). archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček)
Street no. 8 (the Central Slovakian Gallery is located here 
nowadays). The Latin inscription “BENEDICTIO DOMI-
NI DIVITES TACIT” is preserved over its entrance un-
til today  – the Blessing of the Lord brings wealth. Gabriel 
Betlhen arrived in Banská Bystrica on June 10, 1620, and 
stayed in one of the historic townhouses with his compan-
ions. There were more people attending the Council than the 
city population itself, which was about two thousand inhabi-
tants at the beginning of the 18th century. Bethlen’s affiliated 
nobilities from Bohemia, Moravia, Austria, the ambassadors 
of the King of Poland, as well as the Turkish sultan (Martu-
liak, 2003) took part in the Council. The Hungarian nobility 
and clergy also attended the Council in large numbers.
The first wife of Gabriel Bethlen  – Zuzana, took part of 
the escort together with their servants, and so the wives of 
many noblemen and guests. It is with the wives of the par-
ticipants that we can relate the first trips of a montane tour-
ism character to the surroundings of Banská Bystrica in the 
summer of 1620 on the basis of historical sources (Fig. 24).
While the ambassadors and the local attendants were dis-
cussing, their wives took trips to the town to “enjoy its splen-
dor” (Jurkovič, 2005). Based on historical records, we know 
that the neighboring mining towns of Ľubietová, Brezno and 
the Ľupča castle were visited for sightseeing. Leisure walks 
and leisure activities took place in “extremely interesting and 
instructive mining settlements” (Jurkovič, 2005) in the ca-
dasters of Banská Bystrica, Staré Hory and Špania Dolina.
The wife (the first wife) of Gabriel Bethlen, the baron-
ess Zuzana, born Károlyi, visited Kremnica together with her 
royal companionship, on July 7, 1620. They traveled “over 
the mountains” (Matunák, 1928) via the old medieval (sil-
ver) mining road, which crossed the Kremnické Vrchy Mts 
and connected both towns of Kremnica and Banská Bystri-
ca. It is more than likely that the escort also passed through 
the mountain tunnel (Gergey tunnel), which had been built 
during the Thurzo-Fugger Company period. Baroness Zu-
zana, accompanied by several noblewomen, had been wel-
comed in Kremnica with great pomp and made a detailed 
examination of the town. Her interest in mining and the as-
sociated activities was so intense that she eventually ven-
tured into the mine (Jurkovič, 2005). The underground trip 
was undoubtedly limited not only for safety or hygienic rea-
sons but also for the clothing of the noblewomen who wore 
a full dress according to the latest fashion. The spectacular 
sightseeing trip to Kremnica is also highlighted by a record 
stating that the journey of baroness Zuzana cost her husband 
a large sum of up to 203 gold and 23 denars.
According to historical records, the main motivation of 
these excursions was spending of the leisure time and the 
curiosity of the participants. The records show that the sur-
roundings of Banská Bystrica, in particular, the mining sites, 
provided enough uniqueness of such a character, that they 
also interested the members of the higher (noble) society. 
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Noblewomen usually had completely different interests 
than mining or mining technology, which also resulted from 
their position in the society. These facts and circumstanc-
es taken from the written sources bring the first elements of 
modern mining tourism to our territory (i.e., to the territory 
of Upper Hungary) at the beginning of the 17th century. 
Many scholars from all over Europe were coming to 
Slovakia in the following decades. Their journeys to Up-
per Hungary focused mainly on mining sites and studies of 
mining and geology. By the end of the 18th century, we can 
name the following, for example, Athanasius Kircher, Ed-
ward Brown, Alojz Ferdinand Marsigli, Franz Ernest Brück-
mann, Gabriel Jars, Ján Jakub Ferber, Baltazar Hacquet, Ján 
Ehrenreich Fichtel, Jeans Esmark, Róbert Townson and oth-
ers (Tibenský, 1966).
Their scientific interests and the information they have 
gained have been published in some scientific works and trav-
el books. Initially, these works had a polymath and travel char-
acter predominantly, but they had gradually begun to acquire 
scientific features (Schmidt et al., 1964). The scientific knowl-
edge published in the works of scholars who worked in Slo-
vakia or had visited this area in the middle of the 18thcentury 
and later was focused on a narrower and more content-shifted 
content, into the polymaths content of individually forming 
branches of natural sciences (Herčko, Weis, 2014).
Daniel Speer, the native of Silesia, realized interesting 
travel at the beginning of the second half of the 17th cen-
tury in the Northeastern and Eastern Slovakia. This travel 
should be considered as a sort of mining tourism. The teach-
er of music, traveler, and writer wrote adventure novel with 
an autobiographical character under the name Ungarischer 
oder Dacianischer Simplicissimus he described their trips 
along the High Tatras, Spiš, Liptov, Šariš, Eastern and Cen-
tral Slovakia and a stay in Košice between 1650 and 1660 
(published in 1683). The novel describes not only the local 
circumstances, but also information about mineral springs, 
geological landmarks, and mining sites.
The authenticity of his description of the underground 
mines and the work of miners shows that he also most like-
ly visited the essential free royal mining towns of Banská 
Štiavnica, Kremnica and Smolník.
He described entering the mine in Banská Štiavnica as 
follows (Vlachovič, 1975): “I drove myself down into the 
deepest shaft or mine, I had to undress my clothes and put 
on a mining suit, because from the local atmosphere and 
the hot fumes everything will get yellow... Then, when we 
prayed, we sat down and drove down in the name of the Lord 
on a fifty fathom long rope attached to a winch. When we 
came to the bottom, we had to go further down using many 
ladders, and the man who was the supervisor of the miners 
Fig. 24. Tour of the Baroness Zuzana (the first wife of Gabriel Betlen) in the summer 1620, of the mining sites around Banská Bystrica. 
Legend: 1 Banská Bystrica, 2 Slovenská Ľupča, 3 Ľubietová, 4 direction Brezno (5 km), 5 Staré Hory, 6 Špania Dolina, 7 Kremnica, com-
piled by authors on the map by S. Mikovini from 1725. archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček)
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led me with his lamp fixed on his head into many, large and 
partly dangerous and narrow passages, which were also very 
well supported by boards and pillars. People were so sub-
dued and pious underground that I would never assume of 
them in the inn. Greetings said:“Zdar Boh!” (meaning “May 
God give you success!”), and everywhere we met the miners, 
we had to greet (...)”
The cementation in local mines in Smolník was described 
very interestingly (Vlachovič, 1975): “later I got one hun-
dred and thirteen-fathom famous deep mine on Spiš... This 
mining town was called Smolník, very well known for its 
vitriol water, which can decompose iron in a month so that 
they can rake it off in the chutes with whiskers. Good cop-
per is exported to Venice. I have not got any deeper in my 
whole life.” D. Speer further describes the process of pro-
ducing copper by cementation, also pointing out a significant 
amount of copper icicles, hanging not only from rocks but 
also from mining reinforcements. He also wrote that the wa-
ter flowing from the cementation into the Smolnícky brook 
was so unsuitable for the animals that there were no fish, ot-
ters, frogs or other animals. He also remarked that the copper 
ore gleames are as beautiful as gold and that he took some 
pieces with him.
Edward Brown (1642–1708), who was the court physi-
cian of King Charles IV, was one of the most important vis-
iting travelers in the second half of the 17th century. He made 
his way to the Central and Southeast Europe from the ini-
tiative of the Royal Learned Society in London of which he 
was a member (Tibenský, 1966; Herčko, 2002). His obser-
vations from this almost five-yearslong journey (1668–1673) 
are published in a travel book (Fig. 25) A brief account of 
some travels in Hungaria, Servia, Bulgaria, etc., published 
in London in 1673 (Brown, 1673).
Based on the description of Brown’s journey, we are able 
to reconstruct his travel to the Central Slovakian Mining 
Towns (Fig. 26) and his professional interest in mining, min-
ing technology, mining towns, mining underground, mineral 
springs, minerals, thermal springs and baths, and in the land-
scape and the life of people connected with mining in this 
part of Upper Hungary (Brown, 1980).
Edward Brown set out on his study trip from England in 
1668 and came to Bratislava via the Netherlands, Germa-
ny, and Vienna. At the beginning of March 1671, he set out 
for mining towns in Central Slovakia and came to the town 
of Žarnovica on March 22. On the second day, continued 
through Hodruša to Banská Štiavnica. Besides the detailed 
knowledge of the city, which is confirmed by the description 
in his travelogue, he was also interested in mining under-
ground and technical facilities in the underground. He was 
most attracted by the Saint Trinity shaft, which he examined 
quite closely and reached the surface on the other side of the 
hill. He drove down into the Vindšachta shaft, as deep as the 
water allowed him Here he observed the extensive technical 
equipment, capstans and water wheels that pumped water. 
He also mentions that the mine was so hot that he had to be 
half-naked. He was very interested in everything about min-
ing, and therefore made trips from Banská Štiavnica to the 
surrounding area. He visited the Spa Sklenné Teplice, where 
he bathed in the local spring and in his travelogue he gave 
a detailed description of the spa springs appearance, where 
the local miners bathed together with him. He had also visit-
ed Paradajs and other surrounding mines. An interesting ex-
planation is given about a visit to the underground of an un-
known mine, which he entered along with the miner, whom 
he met at the spa spring in Sklenné Teplice “(...) that is why 
he came to visit me in Štiavnica for two or three days and 
brought miner’s lamps and dress for two friends and me. We 
went with him to the underground until we came to a place 
where, on my great satisfaction, he showed me a great 
amount of vitriol that grows out of the rocks and the earth, 
the floor and the walls of the corridors and from the ceiling in 
the form of icicles, as I have also seen in many other places.”
Fig. 25. Illustration from Edward Brown’s travel book A brief ac-
count of some travels in Hungaria, Servia, Bulgaria, etc. printed 
1673 in London. archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček)
After a week of staying in Banská Štiavnica, he set out 
for a trip to Kremnica on March 30. Here he made himself 
very carefully and thoroughly familiar with the city and the 
surface mining-metallurgical facilities. 
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Fig. 26. Route of Eduard Brown in 1671. Legend: 1 arrival from Bratislava, 2 Žarnovica, 3 Hodruša, 4 Windšachta (today Štiavnické Bane), 
5 Banská Štiavnica, 6 Sklenné Teplice, 7 Kremnica, 8 Malachov, 9 Banská Bystrica, 10 Špania Dolina, 11 Štubňa, 12 departure via Bojnice 
and Trenčin to Bratislava, compiled by authors on the map by S. Mikovini from 1725. archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček
He drove into the underground through the Emperor Ru-
dolf’s shaft, and after a few hours of the sighting, he left 
the underground through the Leopold shaft. After several 
days of staying in Kremnica filled with some sightings, ob-
servations, research, and trips, he passed to Banská Bystrica 
through Kremnické vrchy Mts. along with a small mercu-
ry deposit in Malachov. In his travelogue, E. Brown himself 
states that the director of the mining facility, where he was 
accommodated, had allowed him to “look at everything.”
He also visited Špania Dolina, where he visited not only 
the surface facilities but also the underground. On a trip to the 
mines of Špania Dolina, he was given a dress made of cloth 
coat and trousers, a reinforced round cap resembling a hat’s 
bottom, a leather apron, and two leather knee protectors used 
as a protection against impacts. He entered the underground 
through the Dachstoln shaft and stayed for several hours. The 
entrance to the mine was steep, secured by tree trunks with 
deep slits or notches that the descender’s feet leaned against. 
The water from the mine flowed gravitationally, but there was 
dust that choked and irritated, as well as poisonous vapors in 
many places of the mine. He watched as they remove haz-
ardous fumes using blasting bags that were used for several 
days. Many underground corridors were excavated in a solid 
rock without any reinforcements (Fig. 27). Some adits lied 
between solid rocks and eroded rocks, so they are reinforced 
with fir trunks. Mining corridors were not regular, some were 
neither horizontal nor close to vertical, but they were slight-
ly declining or rising, and there were many cracks in them. 
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There were several sources of vitriol water, which con-
verts iron into copper in the underground. The process of 
cementation and copper production using this technological 
process had been observed by him very carefully. After re-
turning to the house of the mine supervisor, he had a detailed 
explanation of the course of the day in the underground with 
the use of a number of mining maps and drawings. He trav-
eled along the river Váh back to Bratislava via Štubňa, Boj-
nice and Trenčín. He traveled all the way in a carriage, as 
indicated in several messages in his travelogue.
The territory of present-day Slovakia, especially the 
Central Slovakia mining district, was also visited by Jakub 
Tollius, a professor from Utrecht in 1687. In addition to the 
mines, mining techniques, and mineralogy, he was also in-
terested in the landscape described in the form of letters in 
his travel book published in 1700 (Tollius, 1700). His trav-
els primarily followed in the footsteps of E. Brown. A few 
years later, his work had impressed Matej Bel who pub-
lished a very interesting and detailed description not only of 
the town itself but also of its surroundings, included in the 
description of the town of Banská Bystrica and its surround-
ings in his book Notitia Hungariae novae historico-geo-
graphica (Bel, 2017). The given an example is one of the 
oldest preserved travel descriptions of this significant min-
ing town, which can be seen from the modern point of view 
as the first prototype of a travel guide of the given locality 
also intended for the “montane tourist.” Tollius descrip-
tions are still exciting and beneficial at the beginning of the 
21st century.
As a preview sample of this unique text from the 17th cen-
tury we present a description of the landscape around Banská 
Bystrica, according to the view that opened to J. Tollius when 
looking from the ridge of the Kremnické vrchy Mts. (prob-
ably from the peak Skalka) eastwards to the valley of Hron 
with the town of Banská Bystrica in the middle of the picture: 
“Not far from the town, a mountainous landscape is slow-
ly formed descending from the high mountain peaks to the 
lower hills at first, then descending further into a small, but 
flat valley that extends alongside both riverbanks of the river 
Hron and from here up to the river spring itself, as well as in 
the opposite direction along the river stream that mouths to 
the river Danube. A traveler bowed down by the roughness of 
the mountains, is refreshed by this beautiful view of carefully 
cultivated land with numerous villages scattered everywhere. 
This experience is enhanced at sunset towards the river spring 
by the high mountain peaks which seem to enclose the valley 
sugared by the never disappearing snow (the peaks of the Níz-
ke Tatry Mts.). A steep and majestic hill (Urpín) lies behind 
the town on the opposite bank of the river.”
Tollius himself, despite having traveled many rich and 
developed regions across Europe in the second half of the 
17th century, had been also excited about the splendor and 
Fig. 27. Mining work according to the engraving of E. Brown from 1686, from private collection of I. Hercko 
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wealth of the town of Banská Bystrica, saying: “The town 
itself is much more spacious and more charming than other 
mining cities and lies a little further east, situated on a hill 
that protects the castle and decorated by a beautiful tow-
er and a church. Two villages with a church and a mansion 
built in a very nice style lie near the town. The river Hron is 
widening here as if it would like to revere the town, while 
the brook Bystrica mouths into the river from the north. All 
this ensures that the town of Banská Bystrica surpasses the 
other mining towns by far. Visitors from every direction are 
coming here more often than before, and the local trading 
is famous. When I went to the market square the next day, 
I was bewondered and amazed because its extent was so spa-
cious that it could easily embrace the entire town of Krem-
nica. With my own eyes, I saw that even in these unfavor-
able times when the neighboring places were exposed to the 
threat of war more than two thousand peasants gathered here, 
not mentioning the number of peasant women. With my own 
eyes, I also saw an incredible amount of bulls and horses, as 
well as few of the many forest and wild animals, not men-
tioning goods of every kind, which the richness of the fields 
and the work of skilled hands supplies the miners... Public 
and private houses encircling the square are magnificent, and 
quite splendid according to the fortunes of burghers, so by 
that sign, that is to say, from the very look of them, you will 
easily judge on the size of the yields from the mines.”
Count Luigi Ferdinand Marsigli (1658–1730), who came 
from Bologna (Stoye, 1994) and was the essential natural-
ist who visited Slovakia, visited the territory of Upper Hun-
gary (Slovakia) at the end of the 17th century (Fig. 28). He 
was a member of the most important scientific societies of 
the French Academy of Sciences, the Royal Society in Paris, 
London, and Montpeliere (Duka, 1974).
An extensive, six-volume work from his trip to Hungary 
in 1696 Danubius Pannonico-Mysicus, observationibus geo-
graphiçis, astronomical, hydrographic, historical, physics, 
perlustratus et in sex Tomos digestus (Danube in Pannonia 
and Moesia, researched by geographical, astronomical, hy-
drological, historical and physics observations and discussed 
in six volumes) (Marsigli, 1726) was published in 1726 in 
Amsterdam. The second volume of the work, which deals 
with mining is the most important for the “Slovak” mining 
and mineral deposits studies.
Based on the descriptions of mining sites in his work, 
we know that he traveled through some significant and hu-
man-made mining sites from Central Slovakia (Banská 
Štiavnica (Fig. 29), Kremnica, Špania Dolina) through Min-
eral Towns of Gemer to Spiš, where he very thoroughly stud-
ied cementation in Smolník (Figs 30, 31, 32, 33). In addition 
to mines themselves, he also dealt with mineralogy, condi-
tions of deposits and mapping. His work also involves the 
first map of mineral deposits in Slovakia.
Fig. 28. Luigi Ferdinand Marsigli (1658-1730), archive P. Rybár, 
P. Hronček)
L.F. Marsigli was also engaged in collecting activities 
during his visit to the present territory of Slovakia. He col-
lected some minerals he had sent to the Bologna collec-
tions to process them later. He also attempted to topogra-
phize them and thus record them on a map, which is the 
first map of this type from Slovakia (Duka, 1974; Tibenský, 
1976). At first, he created a mineralogical map of Hunga-
ry and the neighboring countries (Transylvania, Wallachia, 
Serbia, Bosnia, Croatia, Slavonia). Mountain ranges (such 
as the Carpathians) are marked on the map in the form of 
small hills. In the mountains, the deposits of individual met-
als are marked by the old alchemist signs. The map distances 
are given in geometric miles. The direction of the ore vein 
is given in the hours according to the mining compass. The 
whole map actually represents the Upper Mountain mines, 
projected on the surface of the mining compass, divided into 
24 horos. The location of the towns and mountains is distort-
ed, and the more significant hills are marked by their names 
(Herčko, 2002).
Christian Goldbach, a Russian scientist of German ori-
gin, came from St. Petersburg via Bratislava for an almost 
two years long study visit of the Slovak mining towns in 
September 1722 (Tibensky, 1984). Besides geology and 
mineralogy, he had been carefully studying the underground, 
mining techniques, and attractions of the mining territories.
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Fig. 29. Marsigli’s map of Vindachta (Štiavnické Bane) dating from 1726, from private collection of I. Hercko
Fig. 30. The mining town of Smolnik in 1748, Slovak mining archive B. Štiavnica
Fig. 31. Scheme of the production process of the copper cementation from 1748 in Smolník, Slovak mining archive B. Štiavnica
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The half-year long journey of the German polymath 
Franz Ernes Brückmann (1696–1754) the doctor in Wolffen-
butell was the next step in the development of mining tour-
ism in Upper Hungary at the beginning of the 18th century. 
A member of the Imperial Academy of Natural Traits and 
a member of the Royal Prussian Society of Sciences visited 
Slovakia in 1724 (Herčko, 2002). His reports were published 
in Magnalia dei in locis subterraneis oder unterirdische 
Schatz-Kammer alter Königreiche und Länder, published in 
Braunschweig in 1727 (Brückmann, 1727).
F. Brückmann (Fig. 34) arrived from Vienna to Bratisla-
va on March 22, 1724, and from there started his tour of 
Slovakia. On his way, he was particularly interested in min-
ing sites, mining, minerals, geology, minerals, deposit con-
ditions, paleontology, caves, life and habits of local people. 
He traveled from Bratislava to Modra, Trnava, Hlohovec, 
Hronský Beňadik and Nová Baňa. Here he was very much 
interested in the work of a “fire” machine, which was built in 
1722 by an English constructor Isaac Potter on the Althandel 
shaft. He watched the device in action when pumping water 
from the flooded shaft. He then continued to Banská Štiavni-
ca, where he remained from 4 to 20 April 1724 (Herčko, 
1975). He attended and met the surface mining-metallurgi-
cal facilities and devoted himself to studying minerals, ore 
veins, and depositconditions. He actively visited the mining 
underground, such as the shafts Windsacht, Hofer, Horná 
Bíberová, Mohr, and the mines in the Vyhnianska Dolina 
Valley and many others (Herčko, 2002). He made a brief 
overview of the occurring minerals and rocks (Herčko, Jed-
la, 1969). From Banská Štiavnica he continued through the 
mountains to Kremnica, where he also intensively studied 
mining, but also geology and minerals. He drove down into 
several mines in Kremnica and then continued to Banská 
Bystrica (Fig. 35), where he had a program similar to the pre-
vious stops, but he was the most interested in the cementa-
tion water in the underground of Špania Dolina mines. Mines 
in Špania Dolina Valley were the largest and most important 
in Europe according to Brückmann because one can go down 
a mine for a few miles underground and comes again to the 
surface elsewhere. After a thorough sightseeing of the min-
ing attractions in Špania Dolina, he continued through the 
saddle of Šturec to Liptov via an old mining road. Besides 
the local mines, the caves in the Demänovská Dolina Val-
ley were particularly interesting for him. On his journey he 
went further east through Liptovský Mikuláš to Kežmarok 
from where he made several excursions and study trips to 
the High and Belianske Tatras. In his mining route, he con-
tinued through Levoča to Dobšiná, where he stayed in the 
town for several days, to examine the mines for copper and 
iron around the town.
Next, he traveled to Smolník, where he arrived on June 
12, 1724. He devoted an extensive part to his visit and obser-
vations in the Chapter XVII. Bergwercten in Unger und der 
Turckey. Smolník is mentioned as Schmölnitz, Smölnitz, Sel-
monicum, Szmolnokium, Szmolnok. He calls it a mining town 
situated on the river Gelnica (Goelnitz) in the Spišský komitát 
Fig. 32. Old heaps and galleries at Smolnik, used for the production of cementation wa-
ter, photo P. Hronček
Fig. 33. Terezie water gallery at Smolnik, 
photo P. Hronček
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Fig. 34. František Ernest Brückmann (1696  – 1754) archive P. Ry-
bár, P. Hronček)
Fig. 35. The mining town Banská Bystrica on the map by S. Mikovini from 1736, archive P. Hronček
(Zips. Comitat) one mile away from Rožňava (Rosenau). 
The text says that the city has nice copper mines and ce-
mentation water (hat schöne kupfter-Bergwercte und Cae-
ment-Wasser). As for the cementation itself, he states that the 
cementation water (Caement-Wasser), which local men call 
Ziment-Wasser, is pumped to the surface by pumps  – called 
kunsta. The underground cemented water, but especially wa-
ter on the surface, crossed through more than 300 cementa-
tion channels with iron (Brückmann, 1727).
From Smolnik, he continued to Prešov, where he stayed in 
Solivar. There, he became acquainted not only with the sur-
face technology, but also with the underground of the mine 
(not yet flooded). He had to be delighted with the Solivar salt 
mines, because he noted: “In this mine, I was astonished to 
see in the hardest rock salt an intact chapel with artistical-
ly carved arches, pulpit, altar, sacristy, benches and all that 
is necessary for prayer service. In this underground church, 
where hundred people are comfortably greeted, a Mass takes 
place each year on the Sunday after the Three Kings (...).”
Afterward, F.E. Brückmann returned via Spiš and fur-
ther down the river Váh to Bratislava and Vienna, where he 
arrived on August 1, 1724. Based on his correspondence, 
we can tell that he had visited some significant, as well as 
less essential mining sites throughout Slovakia as a “mon-
tane tourist.” In separate letters, he described Banská Šti-
avnica, Kremnica, Banská Bystrica, Liptov, Vysoké Tatry, 
Dobšiná, Smolník, Solivar as well as other non-mining sites 
and towns.
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Another interesting person who traveled through the 
montane locations of Slovakia in the first half of the 18th 
century was the German polymath Johan Georg Keyssler 
(1689– 1743). He traveled through a large part of Continen-
tal Europe and arrived in Vienna in June 1729 (Keyssler, 
1758), from where he continued through Bratislava to Cen-
tral and Eastern Slovakia. He had gradually visited Nová 
Baňa, Banská Štiavnica, Banská Belá, Pukanec, Kremnica, 
Banská Bystrica, Ľubietová, Nižná Slaná and other montane 
locations of Gemer and Spiš (Herčko, 2002).
According to the historical and historical-geographical 
research, Matej Bel (Fig. 36) can be regarded as the leading 
personality that began to form the “modern montane tour-
ism” in the territory of Upper Hungary (present-day Slova-
kia) in the first half of the 18th century.
acquired a university degree at the University of Halle, where 
he had been studying philosophy and theology during the 
years 1704–1707. He had been working as a teacher at the 
Gymnasiums in Banská Bystrica and Bratislava, where he 
uplifted the pedagogical level of both schools with his profi-
ciency and by the introduction of new and progressive teach-
ing methods. Both Gymnasiums had reached such a level 
that they had been sought after by talented students from the 
whole of Hungary. Teaching had created him an extensive 
network of scholars who later collaborated in the creation of 
his famous work Notitia Hungariae Novae Historico-Geo-
graphica. Matej Bel had already been respected within the 
professional circles during his life, and perhaps this was the 
reason his contemporaries called him the Great Ornament 
of Hungary (Magnum decus Hungariae). He was also rec-
ognized abroad and had been a member of several scientific 
societies, e.g., the London Royal Society, the Akademie of 
Wissenschaften in Berlin, the Societas Latina in Jena, and 
the Societas Incognitorum in Olomouc (Turóci, 2013).
Out of plenty of Matej Bel works (e.g. The Old and the 
New Hungary, The Messenger of the Old and the New Hun-
gary, The Preparation for the History of Hungary or The 
Historical-Geographical Knowledge of the New Hungary, 
Prodromus and others) his detailed knowledge of the territo-
ry of the present-day Slovakia was summarized in his most 
important work Notitia (Notitia Hungariae Novae Histori-
co-Geographica), which is the first very complex and sys-
tematic “homeland study” of the Kingdom of Hungary. Noti-
tia contains descriptions of 48 Hungarian counties, including 
the Slovak ones. An important fact for our historiography 
is that the majority of the published counties is represented 
by Slovak counties. The writing starts with a historical de-
scription, followed by the description of the landscape and 
inhabitants of the individual counties and ends by the to-
pography ordered according to towns and settlements. The 
descriptions also include information on the montane land-
scape, as well as details of mineral raw materials mining, 
whether subsurface or surface and their processing. Most of 
the space is devoted to mining in both the Hontianska and 
the Tekovská Counties, which is understandable because the 
towns of Banská Štiavnica (Fig. 37) and Kremnica had been 
located here.
Bel had also given a detailed description of the mining 
in the Liptovská County, in particular concentrating on the 
already extinct mining in the Západné Tatry Mts. These texts 
represent valuable sources of knowledge of historical mining 
in the territory of the current Tatra National Park. Interesting 
information for the present-day “montane” tourists heading 
to the most important Slovak National Park can also be ob-
tained from a careful analysis of the old mines locations in 
the alpine areas of the Západné Tatry Mts. (Hronček, 2017).
Fig. 36. Matej Bel (1684  – 1749), (Bel, 2017) (prtivate archive of 
P. Rybár, P. Hronček)
The polyhistor of a European significance was born on 
March 22, 1684, in Očová (district of Zvolen, Slovakia) and 
died on August 29, 1749, in Bratislava (Slovakia). He ac-
quired his primary education at primary schools in Lučenec, 
Kalinov and Dolná Strehová. He attended the Gymnasiums 
in Banská Bystrica, Bratislava, Veszprém, and Pápa. After 
graduating from the Gymnasium in Banská Bystrica, he had 
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Fig. 37. Banská Štiavnica with mining and metallurgical operations 
and with the course of ore veins on Zipser’s map from 1747, from 
the archive of the Slovak Mining Museum
An authentic description of mines located at the highest 
altitude in Hungary (Slovakia), on the Kriváň Mt., at an alti-
tude of up to 2,000 m above sea level, and their condition in 
the first half of the 18th century (Bel, 2014), Matej Bell wrote: 
“If there is a most famous hill, it is the Veľký Kriváň Mt., 
which leads to the west. It was named after its curved nose 
shape. The mountain lies to the north of Važec and neigh-
bors with the highest ridges of the Spišské Carpathians... 
The peak is praised mainly because it is full of gold-bearing 
veins... the frost that rules over the whole region usually lasts 
longer and begins sooner than elsewhere, so the mining and 
metal processing has to be interrupted before any profit is 
obtained. This is also the reason why this “golden mountain” 
cannot be explored  – but those who know how to process 
metals do not hesitate to call it like that.”
Bel also carefully describes the mining in his native Zvo-
lenská County, especially in the detailed description of the 
town of Banská Bystrica and its surroundings.
Matej Bel had also addressed the surface mining of min-
eral resources. He had a profound knowledge of the mining 
and processing of stone in the Oravská County and had giv-
en the following description (Bel, 2015): “It should be noted 
that the inhabitants of the Oravská County are successful in 
operating of stone quarries. We have learned that mainly four 
of them are heavily in use, namely in the following villag-
es: Medzibrodie, Bziny, Pucov and Biely Potok... Millstones 
with excellent qualities are produced here as well, but I still 
do not know whether they are better than the millstones from 
Hliník... In addition to the Oravská County itself, these mill-
stones are used in the Liptovská, Turčianska and Trenčianská 
counties... Moreover, they are also exported along the river 
Orava to the river Váh and from there not only to the neigh-
boring but the more distant counties as well.”
Only four original volumes of the writing had been print-
ed. The Bratislavská County and the city of Bratislava were 
described in the first volume published in 1735, the second 
volume (1736) included the completion of the Bratislavská 
County and the descriptions of Turčianska, Zvolenská and 
Liptovská counties. The third volume (1737) is dealing 
with the Peštianska, Pilišská and Šoltská counties and the 
fourth volume (1742) describes Novohradská, Tekovská, Ni-
trianská, Hontianská and Malohonská counties (Tibenský, 
1984).
Bel can be viewed as a personality of the “montane tour-
ism” since the summer of 1708 when he returned as a young, 
educated 24-year-old teacher and an Evangelical priest from 
his studies in Halle to the native Zvolenská County and the 
town of Banská Bystrica. He started to apply the modern 
ideas as a teacher at the Evangelical Lyceum not only among 
his pupils, but he also developed the study of natural scienc-
es connected with many trips to the surroundings of Banská 
Bystrica. He had gradually acquainted himself with the 
world-famous mines and technical facilities in Špania Do-
lina, Ľubietová, Poniky, Jarabá, Boca and other minor sites, 
which are described in detail in the description of the Zvo-
lenská County in Notitia (Bel, 2017).
It is obvious that he had visited Špania Dolina several 
times. For example, he had visited the site to conduct a de-
tailed examination of the cementation water in the early Oc-
tober 1716. He had done his “research” in the intentions of 
the then known scientific facts, due to his interest in chem-
istry, or rather in alchemy. In the work Notitia of the Zvo-
lenská County, Bel mentions a special issue in this regard to 
refute G. Agricola’s claims that birds or livestock are dying 
in it. He writes that he drunk the cementation water: “Birds, 
resp. Cattle do not suffocate because they soak up some ma-
lignant vapors. We have tasted the water from it not only by 
the tip of the tongue, but taking a proper gulp, and even after 
drinking it, it did not do us any harm.”
We have to mention that at the time of Matej Bel, the 
worldwide glory of the Slovak Medieval copper ore mining 
in Banská Bystrica and the nearby Špania Dolina was fad-
ing after it reached its greatest prosperity in the 16th century 
during the Fugger period. Not only mines, but metallurgical 
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furnaces and other plants and technical facilities were still 
operating in the town’s surroundings. Gradual development 
of iron ore mining in the area begins during this period. 
Matej Bel had evolved into a leading scientific personality of 
the then Hungary in this mining town.
Bel left Banská Bystrica in 1714 to teach at the Evangelical 
Gymnasium in Bratislava, where he then lived until his death. 
Since 1716, he started to travel from Bratislava for a several 
months’ long trips throughout Upper Hungary (Slovakia) and 
Transylvania, which always took place in the summer season 
during the summer holidays. Objects of his studies were rep-
resented not only by the history, geography or folk customs 
but also the mining regions and towns. He had continued in 
these travels also during the following years.
The activities in the field of “montane tourism” had also 
increased in Bratislava besides his scientific research activi-
ties. His Europe-wide known personality had been a guaran-
tee of the arrival of the most prominent personalities of the 
then European society, especially including his friends or ac-
quaintances whom he had known personally or through his 
rich correspondence. His house and residence in Bratislava 
had become a sort of “tourist reception room” for many of 
these personalities.
Many important European scientists came only to learn 
and to study the mining areas of Upper Hungary (Slovakia) 
with their underground, geology, minerals, mining tech-
niques and metallurgy. Their travels had been directed to var-
ious mining towns under the supervision of Matej Bel who 
recommended and mediated guides and accommodation by 
his friends, collaborators, and acquaintances throughout Up-
per Hungary. Every visit had to be signed in the “book of 
visits,” which M. Bel led under the name Album Matthea Be-
lii, Doctissimi Viri, V.D., M. Posoniensi. There are up to 189 
written entries in various languages in this document (Latin, 
German, English, French, Russian, Polish, Hungarian, Dan-
ish, etc.) handwritten by the then “tourists.” His services had 
also been used by the personalities mentioned above of Ch. 
Goldbach, F.E. Brückmann, J.G. Keyssler and many others 
(Tibenský, 1984).
The visit of the Austrian Emperor Francis (Fig. 38), the 
husband of Emperor Maria Theresa in the summer of 1751 
was one of the most significant visits of the mining areas 
of Slovakia, respectively of the Central Slovakian Mining 
Towns. The main reason for the visit of Francis in Banská 
Štiavnica, Kremnica and their surroundings was the attempt 
of the rulers to gain more knowledge about the most cru-
cial sector of the state economy and to solve the problem of 
how to become a successful and wealthy entrepreneur in the 
emerging industry. The monarch was also interested in nat-
ural sciences. The visit had been prepared very carefully. It 
had a precise program that evolved from the emperor`s inter-
ests, and its course had a pompous character in all aspects. 
This happened especially because the re-emerging mining 
towns saw not only the prestigious importance of the emper-
or’s visit in their territory but, they were above all expecting 
all kinds of support not only as from an emperor, but also as 
from an experienced entrepreneur. A substantial part of the 
Francis stay from 3 to 13 June was spent in the region of 
Banská Štiavnica, while he visited Kremnica on 8 June and 
had returned to Banská Štiavnica only on the following day.
The entire stay of the emperor had an accurate, pre-
agreed and approved program followed by him and his es-
cort. The ruler came to the Vindšachta shaft and Siglisberg 
above Banská Štiavnica on the morning of June 3, where 
a welcoming ceremony and a mining tour took place, includ-
ing the examination of the Leopold shaft with a water-col-
umn pump installed. A welcoming ceremony in the center of 
Banská Štiavnica took place in the afternoon. The Emperor 
visited the Upper Bíber’s shaft, and the finishing and metal-
lurgical facilities on June 4. For the first time, he had a pro-
gram outside the city on June 5, when he made his trip to 
Hodruša and Žarnovická Huta, and in the evening he attend-
ed the mining celebration. The next two days had a program 
in Banská Štiavnica, when he took part in the Saint-Trin-
ity procession on the 6th of June and visited the calvary in 
Banská Štiavnica. On June 7, he entered the Glanzenberg 
adit and studied the precious metal test facility situated in the 
so-called Kammerhof. On the morning of the 8th of June, he 
set off with his companion to Kremnica, where he had seen 
the smelters, the town, the mint, and the mines, and in the 
evening he had seen a ceremonial mining procession. On the 
second day, the 9th of June, the Emperor examined the smelt-
ers and the spa in Sklenné Teplice on his way back to Banská 
Fig. 38. Emperor František I. Lotrinský (1708-1765). archive P. Ry-
bár, P. Hronček)
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Štiavnica. After returning to the town, he spent the afternoon 
examining the administrative space of Kammerhof. The pro-
cession of the Body of God took place in the morning of the 
10th of June, and in the afternoon the Emperor participated in 
a shooting race. The rich program on the 11th of June consist-
ed of visiting the Ottergrundt tajch (mining water reservoir) 
and his technical appointments. He entered several adits and 
shafts and watched the military training of the Esterhazy 
Regiment in front of the Holy Trinity hereditary adit in the 
end. On the 12th of June, the last day of his stay, he attended 
mining officers Meeting in the Kammerhof, and later that 
day, he entered the Upper Bíber addition Vindšachta. A mag-
nificent farewell to the Emperor took place after the Mass at 
the end of his stay in the early hours of the 13th of June, after 
which he began his journey back to Vienna (Čelko, 2001).
The stay of Emperor Francis I in the Central Slovakian 
Mining Towns had many elements of a modern form of mon-
tane tourism. According to the precise program, the Emperor 
was concerned not only with mining directly, but also with 
the related activities, technology, the secular and religious 
architecture of both towns, town life and habits of miners 
and ordinary citizens. Like a devout man, he had not left out 
attending of the Holy Masses. The Emperor was also inter-
ested in the economic operation of the Mining Chamber, as 
well as the individual factories and the mint in Kremnica. 
He had visited many smelting plants in the vicinity of both 
towns and had also been interested in spas and the spa in-
dustry.
The Holy Roman Emperor entered many mines, both in 
Banská Štiavnica and Kremnica. His entries into the under-
ground carried many elements of the modern underground 
montane tourism. Before entering the mine, he received 
a unique garment or a festive mining uniform. The mining 
spaces he had visited were specially modified. Easy-to-ac-
cess spaces had been selected where a safe passage could be 
ensured, and the technical equipment was adjusted  – path-
ways, stair rails, ladders, reinforcements, etc. It is possible 
to reconstruct his mine entering in Kremnica on the basis 
of historical sources: “Next he walked alongside the vitriol 
production facility, alongside the Rudolf and Panna Mária 
adits to the so called predný cech, where he entered the 
mine in a red richly decorated damask garment, a green vel-
vet miner`s hat and an ošliador  – a small waisth-cloth, to 
the Plautzer (Plantzen) adit, which belonged to the affiliat-
ed town and Roth’s mining business. The Emperor reached 
a depth of approximately 500 fathoms horizontally (approx-
imately 900 m) and 50 fathoms vertically and dug offa nice 
the golden gravel piece that he had taken with him. Then he 
walked further to seethe stamping-mills” (Kianička, 2001).
Although we are talking about the head of an import-
ant monarchy and everything at that time had been adapt-
ed to it, the accompanying programs were strikingly similar 
to what today’s participants in modern tourism require, of 
course, bearing in mind the interests and social rules of the 
18th-century society. Welcoming and festive ceremonies had 
been practiced, and the decoration and customization of the 
town and individual streets corresponded to the events. Holy 
Masses, together with visits to church buildings and calvar-
ies had been an integral part. Various ceremonial meetings 
of the dignitaries attended by the emperor were organized. 
As part of active rest, besides the mining and metallurgical 
sightseeing tours, multiple events like shooting competitions 
or spa visits had been organized. The whole town had been 
customized to the stay of the Emperor and his companion. It 
was a matter of accommodation, a special kitchen, a lot of 
specific gifts for the emperor, and so on.
Another crucial element of the contemporary mining tour-
ism was the making of various “memorial”/ souvenir items. 
These items were adjusted to the importance of the visit and 
the time at when they were created. Three kinds of commem-
orative medals with three different image-text design were is-
sued. They were cast in gold and silver in three sizes of 20, 25 
and 29 mm in diameter. They have a great numismatic, cultur-
al and historical value nowadays, and are stored in the Krem-
nica Museum of Medals and Coins (Fig. 39). The collection 
of stamps of the Vienna Mint (deposited in the Mint Cabinet 
of the Art-Historical Museum in Vienna) has still preserved 
stamps and punches for all three medals.
Fig. 39. Medals coined in the Kremnica mint, on the occasion of the visit of Emperor Franz I. Lotrinski, in the summer of 1751, The Mu-
seum of coins and medals Kremnica 
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The description of medals (Kamhalová, 2001) is fol- 
lowing:
1. The crowned portraits of Emperor Francis I and 
his wife Maria Theresa and a circular inscription: 
FRANC. IMP. AUG.M. THERES. HUNG. REX is 
on the front side of the medal with the largest diam-
eter (29 mm). The reverse side is the welcoming de-
piction of the ruler on horseback in the Central Slo-
vakian Mining Region. He is welcomed by miners 
and town officials, in the background is a landscape 
with mining facilities. Above the picture is the circu-
lar text: ADVENTUS AUGUSTI, and in two bottom 
lines: IN FOD. HUNG. INFER./MDCCLI ADVEN-
TUS AUGUSTI, the edge of the medal is raised.
2. The front side of the middle medal (25 mm) is the 
same as the previous one. The reverse side depicts 
the figure of the goddess Fortuna (or Hungaria) with 
a cornucopia of coins falling out. Fortuna is hand-
ing a piece of ore to Mercurius. Above the image is 
a circular text: FORTUNA REDUCI, and two bottom 
lines: ADV. AUG. IN FOD.H. I./MDCCLI, on the 
medal’s perimeter, is an astragal.
3. The averse side of the smallest medal is again the same 
as in both previous medals. The reverse side depicts 
a crossed mining chisel and hammer with a six-line text 
above: ADVENTUS/AUGUSTI/IN FODINAS/HUN-
GARIAE/ INFERIORIS/MDCCLI, on the medal pe-
rimeter is an astragal.
As a demonstration of a perfectly prepared program of the 
visit of Emperor Francis I, which was conceived in various 
aspects in the intentions of today’s economically successful 
modern mining tourism, we are presenting his stay in Krem-
nica from the 8th of June until the morning hours of the 9th 
of June, 1751 (Kianička, 2001): Emperor Francis I, together 
with his companion, have completed an “exploratory” journey 
from Banská Štiavnica to Kremnica on Tuesday the 8th of June 
1751 at 6 AM in the morning. They had very likely used at that 
time a busy road through Sklenné Teplice and Stará Kremnič-
ka. The Emperor and his companion approached Kremnica 
approximately at 10 AM. The companion included the impe-
rial-royal silver riders, the chief stableboy Duke von Auer-
sperg, the president of the Court Chamber Count Königseeg 
Erps, general Marquess Spada, general O’Dodonnell, Count 
Chevallier Kinsky, Count von St. Julian, the Office Principal 
Baron von Toussain, the two councilors of the Court Chamber 
Count von Cherotin landlord von Ziegler, Chamber councilor 
from Braunschweig Baron von Imhoff, Baron von Heinitz, 
and other Court officials.
Just before entering Kremnica, the Emperor stepped out 
of the carriage and set off on his gray horse, while even the 
famous air which was undoubtedly a work of the smelters 
in Kremnica, did not spoil the whole act. From that moment 
on, the Emperor was accompanied by the principal Chamber 
Count, who explained to him everything he cared about and 
what he saw on the way to Kremnica. He visited a smelter 
south of the town. He had been welcomed by some town 
citizens, miners in uniforms, and military cavalry in front of 
the Lower Gate. Even the whole square was full of people 
who lined the road up to the triumphal gate and further to the 
mint, where the town nobility welcomed it, members of the 
Mining Chamber and clergy.
The Emperor entered the city around half past eleven 
and was given a formal reception in front of the mint where 
a symbolic key of the town was handed to him on a red vel-
vet pillow, while the people in the square shouted “Vivat!” 
At the same time, there was a cannonade from the twelve 
cannons of the town’s castle, and all the church bells had 
been ringing, together with the drumming of the town’s in-
fantry. Throughout the ceremony, the trumpets and drums 
played on both sides of the roadaccompanied by musicians 
standing on the first floor of the Triumphal Gate.
Then the Emperor continued on his horse to the Chamber 
Court where he should have been accommodated. In the end, 
after all the welcoming speeches, the miners were marching 
around him in glorious uniforms with burning mining lamps, 
mining hammers and chisels, troughs, rakes, forks and car-
penter tools.
Without any rest, he continued his detailed examination 
of the mint. Next, the Emperor went to lodge on the first floor 
of the Chamber House where he briefly stayed and enjoyed 
a common lunch with other distinguished guests.
After lunch, around 5 PM, he continued on horses, with 
only a small companion to visit the mines lying north of the 
town. Here he examined shafts, adits, drainage machines, 
stamping-mills, smelters and all of the mining buildings. 
When entering into the Plautzer (Plantzen) adit, the Emperor 
reached a depth of approximately 500 fathoms horizontal-
ly and 50 fathoms vertically and dug off a nice the golden 
gravel piece that he had taken with him. He also visited the 
church of St. John at Kremnické Bane, which is currently 
considered to be the geometric center of Europe.
The Emperor returned from the tour around the mining 
district back to the city at eight o’clock in the evening, where 
a crowd shouting “Vivat Franciscus Imperator!” was waiting 
for him and at the same time he could hear a cannonade and 
a ringing of the church bells. The supper was served after 
a short rest filled up by a game. The day ended with a mining 
ceremony with burning mining lamps and an evening min-
ing music. The evening celebrations lasted for about an hour, 
and then the Emperor headed for an evening rest.
The Emperor took part in Holy Mass in the parish church 
of Kremnica the next morning around 6 AM, and after the 
mass, he left the town with his companion. The departure 
was accompanied by the ceremonial ringing of bells, can-
nonades and by a large number of town commons, miners, 
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horse riders, and infantry. The procession of the town nobles 
accompanied the Emperor all the way to Banská Štiavnica. 
The escort passed through the Šásov Dominion and Ladomer 
and continued to Sklené Teplice. Here the Emperor exam-
ined the smelter, as well as other facilities. Emperor Francis 
I arrived at Banská Štiavnica with his escort in the afternoon 
and followed the official program.
The decoration of the town of Kremnica was costly and 
visually fascinating. A 12 fathoms high (approx. 24 m) and 8 
fathoms wide (approx. 16 m) monumental triumphal gate, to 
which the procession had to be guided via a road lined from 
both sides with fir trees decorated with ribbons, was built near 
the Franciscan church and monastery. All of the welcoming 
people were dressed in uniforms according to their unions, 
and their horses were bluntly decorated. Throughout the night, 
from the 8th to the 9th June, lamps built on wooden green and 
white pillars burned in front of every house in the square. 
The lower part of the triumphal gate was illuminated, and the 
guards were dismantled in the city throughout the whole night.
The next step in the development of the beginnings of 
montane tourism in Slovakia was the sending of a Commis-
sion into the High Tatras and the surrounding area in July and 
August 1751. The aim of the Commission, approved by Em-
peror Francis I, was to assess the possibilities of extracting 
precious metals in the Tatras, and also speleological, geo-
logical and paleontological research. The Commission was 
made up of experts from Vienna, Anton Nagel and Jaen Lou-
is de Baillon, to which experts from Kremnica and Košice 
joined. The whole Commission was led by a self-taught min-
eralogist and a local expert Jakub Bucholtz from Kežmarok. 
The Commission set out from Kežmarok to the Tatra`s area 
on the 29th of July, 1751. After Tatra’s mining attractions, 
they visited old copper and precious metals mines in the Car-
pathian saddleback, in Zadné Meďodoly, in Velická Dolina 
valley, as well as the old gold mines on the Kriváň Mt. The 
Commission passed through Liptov, Veľká Fatra, Low Ta-
tras, the surroundings of Brezno, Kráľova Hoľa, Spiš, the 
surrounding of Košice and had reached Miskolc slowly in 
the present territory of Hungary (Herčko, 2002).
The French montanist and metallurgist Gabriel Antoine 
Jars (1732–1769) was another traveler in the territory of Slo-
vakia at the beginning of the second half of the 18th cen-
tury. This scholar took a tour around Europe from Saxony, 
through Bohemia, Austria to Upper Hungary in the years 
1757–1759, focusing primarily on the examination of min-
ing sites. He was interested in mining, mining technology, 
mining underground (Fig. 40), mineralogy, deposit condi-
tions and geology. He arrived in Banská Štiavnica in January 
1758 and stayed in the town and its surroundings until June 
of the same year (Schmidt et al., 1964).
A vital mining trip to the Central Slovakian Mining 
Towns was the visit of princes (throne successors)  – Roman 
King Joseph and Archduke Leopold (Fig. 41), the sons of 
the Austrian Empress Maria Theresa and Emperor Francis 
I in the summer 1764. The education of princes was essen-
tial, and as for the throne successors they had to see the main 
sources of their country’s wealth on their own. It is undis-
puted that the journey was also held on the recommenda-
tion of their father, whose was very impressed by the tour 
in 1751. From the preserved historical reports it is evident, 
that the visit of the princes in the mining towns was not just 
a trip, but it was primarily a logistically very thoroughly 
prepared and organizationally secured “study” journey, that 
could be called a sightseeing trip at present.
The itinerary of the journey was not accidental. His initia-
tor was the Crown Prince Jozef, who wanted to get a detailed 
and plastic picture of the state of mining in Banská Štiavni-
ca, Kremnica, and Špania Dolina near Banská Bystrica. The 
prince was interested in many specific issues  – including the 
precise numbers of shafts and adits, how deep and long these 
spaces were, how many people worked there, where the ore 
is being excavated and where only a research and prepara-
tory works were executed, what specific machines are there 
and how many devices are used, how to drain mining waters, 
Fig. 40. Illustration of the underground mine from 1748, The Slovak mining archive B. Štiavnica
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how the whole drainage process is organized, how many 
water these machines drain in 24 hours, how many stamp-
ing-mills are there, how many blast furnaces and smelters, 
how the metallurgical process works, how many metric cents 
of ore and sludge are processed in the mines per month, how 
much gold and silver is gained, how many coins are pro-
duced, and so on (Vozár, 1983).
by a diary written by Prince Leopold. His diary is also filled 
with personal entries, which are complemented by some 
technical drawings of facilities and buildings (Vozár, 2014).
The journey of princes to Central Slovakia (Fig. 42) took 
place from the 19th to the 31st of July 1764 (Vozár, 1983). 
They left Bratislava on the 19th of July, about one o’clock in 
the afternoon, and continued through Nitra to Vráble, where 
they had spent the night. The princes entered the Central Slo-
vakian mining area at around 10 AM on the day they came 
to the Richnavský tajch (water reservoir). They had further 
continued to Vindšachta (Štiavnické Bane) after short wel-
coming procedures and an inspection of the water reservoir, 
and they had arrived in Banská Štiavnica in the evening of 
that day. They entered into the mines of Banská Štiavnica 
and examined some of the mining facilities. They had visit-
ed Hodruša on Monday the 23rd of July. On the second day, 
they had a morning visitation to mining facilities in the sur-
roundings of Banská Štiavnica, and in the afternoon they 
had examined the economic affairs of the Mining Chamber. 
They had continued in this activity also on the next day. Af-
ter the lunch, they drove to Kremnica through Sklenné Tep-
lice. Here they had a rich program until the 28th of July 28, 
when they set off to Banská Bystrica in the morning. Until 
the 30th of July, they saw not only the town of Bystrica and 
its smelting facilities but also the mines in Špania Dolina and 
the smelter at Staré Hory. On Monday morning they went 
back to Banská Štiavnica through Banská Belá, where they 
had spent the night. They set off on a return journey in the 
morning (about 3 o’clock) on Tuesday, the 31st of July 1764 
and they had arrived in Vienna at about twenty o’clock in 
the evening.
The stay of the two princes in Banská Bystrica lasted 
three days from the 28th to 30th of July 1764 (Vozár, 1983). 
On Saturday the 28th of July they made a journey from Krem-
nica to Banská Bystrica. They had crossed the Kremnické 
vrchy Mts. via an old mining road. They were welcomed by 
the chair, chamber and town officials first in front of the town 
gate and then in front of the arch of triumph in the square. 
They were accommodated in the Chamber court, which had 
been adapted and renewed. After lunch, they visited a smelt-
er in Tajov, a new smelter in Banská Bystrica, the Lower 
wood rakes used for catching wood transported upon the riv-
er Hron and the wood coal manufacture next to them. On 
Sunday morning, the princes participated on a military ex-
ercise of the miners from Špania Dolina, which had been 
presented at Mlynská lúka near Hron. In the afternoon, they 
examined the Medený Hámorfacility in detail, where the la-
borers showed them all the working processes, and later they 
also visited the Upper wood rakes on Hron and the wood 
coal manufacture next to them.
On the last day of stay in Banská Bystrica, i.e., on a Mon-
day morning, they visited Špania Dolina (Figs 43, 44, 45). 
Fig. 41. Princes Leopold II. and Jozef II. Habsburg, Pompeo Ba-
toni, 1769, Kunst Historisches Museum, Vienna. archive P. Rybár, 
P. Hronček
To handle a demanding program, they had to prepare de-
tailed material. The reports that each mining town had writ-
ten, served for the preparation of princes. Reporting has been 
demanding not only for the required number of maps, draw-
ings, and texts, but also due to continuous adjustments and 
additions to their content. These reports were sent to Vienna, 
where they were used to write the “first mining tourist guide” 
(Baedeker) of Central Slovakian Mining Towns of Banská 
Štavnica, Banská Bystrica, Špania Dolina and Kremnica, 
known as Das Goldene Bergbuch (The Golden Book of Min-
ing). The golden book of mining has been preserved in three 
manuscript specimens, which differ slightly from each other. 
Two are deposited in the archives in Vienna and one in the 
Slovak Mining Archives in Banská Štiavnica.
The professional readiness and interest of princes for the 
mining towns and mining -metallurgical equipment and fa-
cilities on the surface and in the underground are documented 
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Fig. 42. Route of princes Leopold II. and Jozef II. Habsburg on the Central Slovakia mining towns in summer 1764. Legend: 1 arrival 
from Bratislava, 2 Vindšachta (today Štiavnické Bane), 3 Banská Štiavnica, 4 Hodruša, 5 Sklenné Teplica, 6 Kremnica, 7 Banská Bystrica, 
8 Špania Dolina, 9 Staré Hory, 10 Banská Belá, and departure to Bratislava, compiled by authors on the map by S. Mikovini from 1725. 
archive P. Rybár, P. Hronček
Fig. 43. The “Denná gallery” at Španie dolina, near Banská Bystri-
ca, where Princes Leopold II and Jozef II stepped in to the under-
ground in July 1764, photo P. Hronček
Fig. 44. Table near “Denná gallery” at Špania Dolina, photo 
P. Hronček
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Here, they had a detailed examination of not only surface 
facilities and buildings, but also enter the underground 
through the Daily adit (the adit is a tourist attraction until 
present). They focused mainly on the process of obtaining 
the green color from the mining waters, production of cop-
per from iron using the so-called cementation waters, and 
extensive ore treatment facilities, as well as slag-heap wash-
ing. Then they passed from Špania Dolina to Staré Hory us-
ing the Nová (New) adit (this connection still exists today). 
The journey of princes and their escort lasted three-quarters 
of an hour. They examined a copper smelter built by the for-
mer Thurzo-Fugger company at Staré Hory. They returned to 
Banská Bystrica with their escort after the visit to the smelt-
er, stopped in the town shortly and continued on their way to 
Banská Štiavnica.
The whole journey to the Central Slovak Mining Towns 
was accompanied by extensive preparations made not only 
by the Mining Towns, but also by the Mining Chamber and 
Chairs. The roads and buildings had been repaired, as well as 
many adjustments and reparations were carried out in min-
ing, smelting and other facilities. Miners and other workers 
were preparing new uniforms, mining and military troops 
had been preparing and practicing. Food, accommodation, 
and quantities of unique and precious gifts for princes had 
been prepared. Triumphal arches were built for ceremonial 
greetings at Vindšachta near Banská Štiavnica and also at the 
squares in Banská Štiavnica, Kremnica, and Banská Bystri-
ca. The town squares were ceremonially decorated, but the 
biggest impression was made by the square of Banská Bystri-
ca, which reminded them of a “beautiful garden”.
Princes received many gifts  – memorial items. E.g., the 
representatives of the town of Banská Bystrica gave them 
ceremonial golden keys that symbolically unlocked the town 
gate. Their originals are still deposited at the Central Slova-
kian Museum in Banská Bystrica. The keys from the town 
gate were donated to them in Kremnica as well, and they 
were also given a mining model made of precious metals. 
Upon arriving in Banská Štiavnica, they received gold-plat-
ed brancards with golden ore and silver-plated brancards 
with silver ore. On each of them lied a purse woven made 
of golden, respectively, of silver threads in which were gold, 
respectively silver coins minted in the Kremnica mint only 
for this occasion. They also received silver and gold-plated 
mining insignias  – a crossed hammer and chisel and a fes-
tive mining dress with a protective apron (Vozár, 1983).
The princes had enjoyed their stay rather actively, for ex-
ample, they had tried to break the ore with chisels and ham-
mers in Banská Štiavnica on the Jan horizon of the Špitaler 
vein. They had also tried manual disintegration of rock in 
Hodruša at the bank of the hereditary adit František, which 
Fig. 45. The heap of Maximilian Shaft at Špania Dolina, photo P. Hronček
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was named after their father, and even in Kremnica in the adit 
St. Catherine. They had also manually minted silver coins in 
a value of one thaler in the Kremnica mint and had taken 
part in shooting competitions at Banská Štiavnica during the 
relaxation day (on the 25th of July). Also, they were actively 
interested in all the processes that were shown to them in the 
technical facilities.
Until the end of the 18th century, several important Euro-
pean scholars whose priority was to study mining and related 
fields, which of course included visits to the mining under-
ground and mining sites, came to Upper Hungary after the 
prince’s visit.
One of the most important of them was Ignac Anton Edler 
von Born (born on the 26th of December 1742 in Alba Iulia in 
Sedmohradsko in present-day Romania  – died on the 24th of 
July 1791 in Vienna), who made a journey to the Upper Hun-
gary and Transylvania at the end of the 1860s (Fig. 46). This 
famous European geologist, mineralogist, and montanist fo-
cused his research mainly on the surroundings of Banská 
Štiavnica, but he also personally visited East Bohemian Min-
ing Towns (Herčko, Weis, 2014). Based on his work we can 
assume that besides Banská Štiavnica and its surroundings, 
he had visited Smolník, Štós, Švedlár, Mníšek nad Hnilcom, 
Krompachy, Slovinky, Dobšiná and its environs and Rožňa-
va and its surroundings (Teich, 1966).
Anton Edler von Born’ findings of the journey around 
Hungary are described in an extensive correspondence with 
the Swedish montanist J.J. Ferber, who had published them in 
1774 in Frankfurt and Leipzig under the title Brief über Mine-
ralogische Gegenstände, auf seiner Reise durch das Temeswa-
rer Banat, Siebenbürgen, Ober  – und Nieder  – Hungarn (Fer-
ber, 1774). It was the first “scientific” work in the history of 
Slovak mineralogy, which was later published in 1777 in Eng-
lish, in 1778 in Italian and finally in 1789 in French as well.
In his correspondence with J.J. Ferber from Sweden, he 
wrote mainly about mineral deposits in Banát, Transylvania 
and Upper Hungary. The four letters from Slovakia (No. 19–
22), dated September 1770 dealing with the territory of to-
day’s Slovakia, contain many I. Born data on the minerals, 
rocks and ore veins, as well as the mining works in Slovak 
mines, especially in those located in Banská Štiavnica. For 
example, the twenty-first letter contains a relatively detailed 
description of Kremnica, Tajov, Špania Dolina, Ľubietová 
(Fig. 47, 48) and Nová Bana (Herčko 1977, 1978).
A world-class montanist Johann Jakob Ferber visited the 
surroundings of Banská Štiavnica in January 1770 during 
the stay of I. Born. He had also visited Kremnica, Vyhne and 
Sklenné Teplice during his stay in B. Štiavnica. J.J. Ferber is 
the author of the most extensive and complete work on geo-
logical and montanistic conditions in mining and metallurgy 
in Slovakia until the end of the 18thcentury, which was writ-
ten by a foreigner. He summarized his observations from his 
stay in Banská Štiavnica in his extensive work, which was 
published under the title Physikalisch  – Metallurgische Ab-
handlung über die Gebirge und Bergwerke in Ungarn (Ferber 
1780). In addition to the mineralogy, the work focuses main-
ly on the mineralogical and deposit conditions of the Banská 
Štiavnica orefield (Schmidt et al., 1964; Herčko, Weis, 2014).
The professor of Natural Sciences of Lvov University 
Baltazar Hacquet made a study journey to Banská Štiavnica, 
in 1772, and later in the summer months of 1793 (Tibenský, 
1966). Dominik Teleki, a university lecturer at Pest, who was 
five years later appointed as the first president of the Miner-
alogical Society in Jena (Szinnyei, 1909), had also visited 
Banská Štiavnica at the beginning of the 1790s.
Montane tourism can be associated with the arrival of 
a young Scottish traveler, physician, naturalist, and mem-
ber of the Royal Society of Edinburgh Robert Townson in 
1793. He had also visited Špania Dolina, Staré Hory, Banská 
Bystrica and probably Ľubietová on his way from Liptov 
to the mining towns of Central Slovakia. Then he contin-
ued to Banská Štiavnica, where he stayed the longest. From 
Banská Štiavnica he made his way to Kremnica stopping 
for a day in the thermal baths in Sklenné Teplice (Tibenský, 
1966; Herčko, Weis, 2014). The findings of his journey were 
summed up in the work entitled Travels in Hungary with 
a short account of Vienne in the year 1793, published in Lon-
don in 1797 (Townson, 1797).
Fig. 46. Ignác Anton von Born (1742 –1791). archive P. Rybár, 
P. Hronček
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Fig. 47. Heaps in Zelená dolina (Green Valley) at Ľubietová  – Podlipa, photo P. Hronček
Fig. 48. Mining town Ľubietová on the map by S. Mikovini from 1725, archive P. Hronček
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He further remarked that the copper mines were in op-
eration with a loss and that copper was produced by cemen-
tation. This process was considered very lengthy, although 
very simple, and he never heard of it being used elsewhere. 
The mining and mill water was allowed to flow through the 
heaps, which formed a massive accumulation, almost in size 
of the surrounding hills. The water was captured in wooden 
tanks, connected to each other, in which blue-green sediment 
settled on the iron. Thirty tonnes of pure copper were ob-
tained per year this way. At the time of Townson’s visit, there 
were beautiful stalactites made of pink color sulfates, con-
taining a few drops of free unstable water. Dripstones of pink 
to a blue color with a length of more than one foot (about 2 
m) were collected and taken away by him (Herčko, 2003).
One of the last scientists from abroad who visited Upper 
Hungary (Slovakia) at the end of the 18thcentury, which we 
can be associated with montane tourism, was the Norwegian 
mining engineer and mineralogist Jens Esmark. He has been 
staying in the Carpathian Mountains from Central Slovakia 
to Transylvania (present-day Romania) for several months 
since the end of July 1794.
With regard to the development of the Hungarian, as well 
as the European society, we can conclude that the first stage 
of the beginnings and the development of mobility (visits or 
traveling) comes to an end at the end of the 18th century. This 
period can be identified as the beginnings of montane tour-
ism in Upper Hungary and, thus, also the territory of pres-
ent-day Slovakia.
Conclusion
It is clear that people have traveled since the very be-
ginnings of human society. A more specific form of travel 
appears during the Ancient times. Travelling in the Middle 
Ages and at the beginning of the Modern times included not 
only the nobility, dukes, kings, emperors, or popes, but also 
soldiers, merchants, pilgrims, messengers, knights, business-
men, students, and even paupers. However, it must be re-
membered, that the motivation was always different for those 
aforementioned. It followed higher, usually more important, 
goals than traveling for fun, relaxation, joy or to spend lei-
sure time. We cannot describe any of them as tourists (ac-
cording to the present perception of this term), even though 
the first passengers, who were partly motivated by relaxation 
as an intention that led them to move from place to place, ap-
peared in Upper Hungary in the 17th and 18th century.
Following the beginnings of mining tourism by the end 
of the 18thcentury, we must state that it relied almost exclu-
sively on the study or scientific journeys of a narrow group 
of domestic and European scholars, who were attracted by 
the possibilities of field studies in the most crucial mining 
sites of the world at that time. We can therefore say that 
traveling not only in general, but also in montane tourism 
had only a little to do with relaxation and pleasure and had 
to be necessarily legitimized by some more serious, useful, 
practical or more meaningful goals preferred in that histor-
ical period.
Towards the end of the 18thcentury, traveling (even in 
“mining”) cases which was usually related solely to educa-
tion or work, began to embrace embrac a new romantic con-
tent, which was also focused on the beauty of nature and the 
landscape with which romantic traveling was linked mainly 
(Chard, 2002). In our territory, this was mainly due to an 
increased interest in the Tatras, which was later fully devel-
oped in the 19thcentury also in the other mountain ranges on 
the Slovak territory (Chorvát, 2006).
At the end of the 18th century, the word “tourist”  – no 
longer a traveler  – appeared in the contemporary writings 
when it was used in 1780 in a guidebook for the Lake Dis-
trict in Northern England. Later in 1800, it appeared in 
a book on the use of new English words, where the follow-
ing was written: “A traveler is now called a tourist” (Chor-
vát, 2006). The term tourism was definitely acknowledged in 
1811 when it was included in the new Oxford English Dic-
tionary (Berghoff, Korte, 2002).
The whole insight on travel and tourism of the 18thcen-
tury is gradually changing, especially under the influence of 
the ideas of the French philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau. 
In his romantic approach, he begins to look at nature not just 
as something abstract, but as something concrete that sur-
rounds us, that is beautiful, and without it, we would not ex-
ist . This insight is reflected in his thought when writing the 
following: “I understand. The inhabitants of cities, who see 
only walls, streets and crimes, have so little faith.” (Stibral, 
2005). The thinking of the society that developed in the “ro-
mantic” 19th century (Holec, 2014) originates from his ideas, 
in which he depicts nature as a place and symbol of freedom, 
good and beauty. On the other hand, civilization is described 
as responsible for all the evil in the life of human society 
(Chorvát, 2006). The changing view of the community on 
the landscapes and the human values of human beings are 
gradually reflected in travelling. Leisure time becomes the 
main motive of traveling in the course of the 19th century. 
Travelling is increasingly focused on aesthetic chracteristics 
and on the perception of the uniqueness of nature and the 
landscape. Education or science as the main motive is disap-
pearing from montanistic journeys as well.
By the end of the 18th century, travelers who were experts 
in mining and related sciences, were expected to publish sci-
entific, objective works based upon findings from their jour-
neys, often including new scientific findings. These reports 
would only occasionally have side features of travel books, 
but everything was subjugated to the nature and its endless 
romantic admiration in the 19thcentury.
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During the 19thcentury, traveling has become more pop-
ular with the participation of wider and poorer population, 
especially in the places of industrial development. Industrial 
workers and urban residents began to have free time and fi-
nancial resources for traveling.
The experience, as a “modern” and nowadays a very 
widespread element of tourism, was a typical feature of the 
first stage of the development of montane tourism in Upper 
Hungary, in addition to the basic and conditional elements 
like education or situ research. Experiential tourism is cur-
rently purposely set up by the organizers of montane tourism 
and tourism itself as an element that attracts tourists. Now-
adays, it includes staged activities, production processes in 
open-air museums, annual fairs, celebrations, etc. Tourism 
in the functioning industrial and mining facilities is currently 
a new trend, where elements of adrenaline tourism (blasts, 
machine roar, etc.) are also coming to the fore.
At the end of the 18th century, experiential tourism was 
implemented directly in the production facilities, which were 
modified, secured, cleaned or upgraded for these events. 
These events were usually arranged for one important visit 
of the top members of the reigning family, the nobility or the 
Mining Chamber. The various activities were performed by 
experienced masters, who have been working for many years 
(this is different from the current practice because these per-
formers are often actors). These specialists were dressed in 
new dresses, usually in uniforms of their guilds. The entire 
operation had been commented and explained by the su-
pervisor, who managed the running operation of   the en-
tire facility. Many activities were prepared so that the visitor 
could also try out given forms with authentic and specially 
made tools. This was usually a mining chisel and a hammer, 
which was used only once for significant visits. They also 
took part in safer and technically less-than-easy activities, 
making some object, which was later given to the visitor. For 
example, it could be an excavation of a rich sample of pre-
cious metal ore that had been pre-selected and prepared for 
the great visits so that its excavation using chisel and ham-
mer was as simple as possible. A frequently used and also in-
teresting process was the manual minting of memorial coins 
in the Kremnica mint.
The production of souvenirs was an important element. 
Since these were important visits, donations had to match 
their status. That is why these were not only original, but also 
rare objects. For example, memorial golden and silver coins 
and medals, mining insignia, or symbolic keys from the city 
have been preserved until now.
Another important element was the decoration of towns, 
for which important artists and architects were hired, who 
were supposed to create the elements and especially the tri-
umphal arches. These had not only to attract, but also to 
overwhelm the visitors and drew attention to the wealth of 
the mining towns. Large escorts had to be provided with ac-
commodation, food and security.
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